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Late review
I’m sorry that, as Gregor Gall 
pointed out (Letters, July 31), I 
missed his 2013 book, Scotland the 
brave? Independence and radical 
social change, when preparing the 
article, ‘Exeunt Scots, stage left’ 
(July 21) on Scottish left nationalist 
arguments. If my search through 
the available sources down here in 
London had disclosed its existence, 
I would certainly have discussed it, 
since, if you read it in conjunction 
with those other writings covered 
in my Weekly Worker article, it 
becomes clear that this book stands 
out from them as a piece of measured 
critical analysis, and comrades 
should take note of it.

Rather than considering the 
author’s views exhaustively point by 
point, let me give a few quotations 
which indicate various strands of 
thought, plus a few comments. 
Gregor argues that a non-nationalist 
advocacy of Scottish independence 
is possible, which would “give 
expression and representation to the 
social values that underpin a radical 
notion of national identity - ie, 
what it means to be ‘Scottish’ - by 
creating the political space for this to 
happen through the establishment of 
an independent state in Scotland. In 
doing so, the hope is that localised 
action can be part of a more global 
trend towards ending the domination 
of capital and its ideology of 
neoliberalism” (p41).

This reminds me of Thomas 
Masaryk’s  social  democrat ic 
expression of Czech nationalism in 
1918, but in a more radicalised form - 
aiming at the supersession of capitalist 
rule and the inauguration of a new 
mode of production, which I assume is 
what Gregor Gall means. In that case, 
another quote could be juxtaposed to 
this one: “given that ownership of the 
economy and the locus of its control is 
increasingly outside the geographical 
boundaries of the British Isles, it is 
not convincing to say that a British 
state - under instruction from the left 
- could do any more or less than a 
Scottish state - under instruction from 
the left - in regulating capital” (p11).

Here we have the problem 
sharply posed: it is necessary to 
start somewhere, but support for 
revolutionary change has to spread 
beyond these shores as well. This is 
underlined in another contribution 
to the debate: namely observations 
by Hillel Ticktin in the most recent 
issue of Critique (May 2014), where 
he writes: “One has to look to the 
fate of two social democratic French 
presidents who gave up even the 
idea of limited concessions to the 
working class, and went over to so-
called neoliberalism and austerity 
(Mitterrand and Hollande). The 
fact is that there is a world division 
of labour that can only be pushed 
aside at a suicidal cost, as became 
very clear in the case of the USSR. 
Today, the cost is far higher than 
even 40 or 50 years ago. A socialist 
or social democratic party will have 
to pay global prices for its imports 
and charge global prices for its 
exports. It will have to structure its 
economy according to the global 
division of labour. If it does not 
pay managers and highly skilled 
workers global rates, a proportion 
will leave the country. It will have to 
remain a capitalist country, in other 
words. Scandinavia is now ruled by 
parties that are either conservative 
or on the right of social democracy. 
In Scotland much is made of the 
Scandinavian example, forgetting 
the particular conditions under which 

Scandinavia was able to introduce 
social democratic reforms, and the 
shift to the right” (pp152-53).

An independent  Scot land, 
therefore, would not have carte 
blanche to decide its fate. However, 
if it is a matter of indifference 
whether the current British or a 
newly independent Scottish state is 
the jumping-off point in terms of 
what territorial space the working 
class will have and what power they 
could really exercise, then it seems 
logical to prefer a greater territorial 
area to a smaller. But for the moment 
the question is off the agenda (though 
it is likely to return), thanks to the 
referendum result and the immediate 
surge in English (as opposed to 
British) nationalism, now being 
championed by our bold buccaneer 
prime minister. Here again Gregor 
Gall has something pertinent to say: 
“competition already exists between 
the various areas within Britain to 
attract investment or retain production 
(especially by offering concessions on 
work practices)” (p43).

Hence regionalism and localism 
appear as political cards potentially 
playable  by the bourgeois ie 
alongside nationalism in its various 
forms. But at least one beneficial 
effect of the vote on September 18 
was to catapult constitutional issues 
into the immediate political arena: 
a response from the left in Britain 
and in Ireland is urgently needed. 
There is an early 20th century Irish 
song which contains the lines: “Let 
Englishmen for England fight, Tis 
just about time they started, o.”

English people now need to fight 
against the whole weight of imperial 
and nationalist traditions which have 
beset us since the time of the Tudors, 
and they need to do so in alliance 
with their brothers and sisters outside 
England and on the continent of 
Europe, regardless of any boundary 
changes opted for or imposed.
Chris Gray
email

Defringed
A number of friends and comrades 
will have been highly surprised to 
have found my name and that of 
the Durham miners linked to the 
UK Independence Party’s national 
conference. A number of nationals 
and the TV news ran the story on 
September 27 that we were speaking 
at a Ukip fringe event.

Let me say from the outset that 
I have no problem discussing and 
debating my principles and politics 
with anyone on a public platform, and 
that includes Ukip. I don’t consider 
them ‘fascist’ or even particularly 
‘racialist’ and I don’t buy into the 
‘no-platforming’, ‘safe spacing’, ‘ban 
them’ or ‘bar them’ anti-democracy of 
some on the far left.

The  Campaign  for  Clean 
Coal asked me if I would enter a 
debate on energy and the energy 
options and put the case for coal. 
Originally, they were talking of 
lining up some academic bods 
and environmental campaigners in 
some academic setting. I said: “Of 
course, nay bother”. I was therefore 
a bit surprised when they told me 
they had organised a fringe meeting 
around these subjects at the Ukip 
conference, which was in Doncaster.

In the last few weeks, the British 
coal industry had been reduced to three 
deep mines, and two of them were 
up for closure due to the government 
refusing to advance a loan to them 
to ensure their survival. I should say, 
by the way, the problems are not at 
the pits, which have an ocean of coal 
reserves and ready markets, but in the 
international financial situation, the 
strength of the pound and the fact that 
the USA is now self-sufficient in oil 
and is moving dramatically away from 

its coal market, leaving masses of US 
coal to be dumped on the international 
coal market at break-even prices. The 
company had asked the government to 
advance a loan of £15 million, which 
would be paid back, and they were 
told they could have £10 million to 
close them. So the mines are planned 
for closure next year.

Hatfield, my own colliery, is the 
last of the line, hit by a sudden face 
gap and therefore no coal coming 
out. They had no revenue to pay 
their loans, the banks withdrew their 
credit and the pit could have closed 
in a week. The National Union of 
Mineworkers had the courage to 
loan the pit, which is a cooperative, 
£4 million on normal commercial 
terms. Again, the mine has some of 
the largest coal reserves in Britain 
and is capable of accessing literally 
hundreds of years more, given the 
finance and will to do so.

We need political decisions and 
energy policies which will give our 
last mines the chance of surviving. 
In this endeavour, we have talked to 
government energy ministers and I 
have spoken on three platforms in 
the last year with Labour’s energy 
spokesperson, Caroline Flint. 
Hatfield mine is in Ed Miliband’s 
own constituency and we have held 
public meetings with him. We have 
lobbied and shouted.

Ten years of TUC conferences 
have confirmed support for clean 
coal developing but, at the end of 
the day, nothing comes of it. There 
is a conspiracy of silence among the 
establishment parties and, of course, 
utter hostility from the ‘greens’, who 
hate us as much as they do.

So, with that in mind, yes, I would 
speak at the Ukip fringe. My theme 
was to be against carte blanche 
fracking, against new nukes and for 
British deep mined, clean coal.

However, the plan was that the 
fringe meeting would be external to 
the conference and open to the public 
and other unions. I only learned the 
morning of the meeting that it was 
actually in the conference venue and 
restricted to Ukip delegates. Worse, 
Farage was using the presence of 
‘the miners’ at the conference, in 
Miliband’s own constituency, as two 
fingers to wave at him. Needless to 
say, I was suddenly in the eye of 
the storm. Then it got worse. The 
Durham miners never were speaking 
at the event; the NUM NEC had 
decided to have nothing to do with 
it, but the organisers assumed me to 
be a member of the Durham area and 
billed me as such. Not too chuffed. 
The Durham miners weren’t alone, 
as I was blanket-bombed by phone 
calls from comrades, friends and 
the media. I would not speak at 
the fringe in these circumstances, 
as that wasn’t what I had agreed 
to. A debate I don’t mind. The 
front of a publicity stunt aimed at 
embarrassing Ed, and promoting 
that lot? Not bloody likely.

So I attended instead the anti-
Ukip march and rally organised 
by the Socialist Workers Party’s 
Stand Up To Ukip in the centre 
of Doncaster and spoke on their 
platform, making it clear I had never 
agreed to address a meeting of the 
sort they had organised and had no 
intention of being used to further the 
fortunes of a party whose politics 
couldn’t be further away from my 
own. I also made the point on behalf 
of the Durham miners that they were 
never attending in the first place and 
their listing was simply false.

Ee well, that old tale about the 
road to hell seems sound. Will it 
shake up the debate on coal? Well, 
getting it mentioned would be a 
start. Time will tell, although Ed’s 
conference speech spoke only of 
ending fossil fuel generation by 

2030, so it doesn’t look like it will 
come from that quarter.
David Douglass
NUM

Withdraw
Ian Donovan writes that “Tony 
Greenstein is obviously worried 
enough about his role in this dispute 
to tell the obvious falsehood that I 
have called him a Zionist” (Letters, 
September 25).

What Donovan has written is 
quite explicit: “Greenstein mixes his 
criticism of Israel with a communalist 
agenda, and falsifies quotations to 
smear people” (Letters, September 
11). Who else but a Zionist would 
adopt a (Jewish) communalist 
agenda? He continues: “I do not 
capitulate to identity politics, 
whether it be the kind that makes 
Greenstein join with Zionists to 
defame Atzmon …”

Who else joins with Zionists 
to ‘defame’ Atzmon, adopts a 
communalist agenda, etc, but a 
Zionist? You don’t have to call 
someone a plagiarist or liar directly 
in the libel courts. It’s the ‘sting’ 
of what is written, the innuendo 
meaning, that is just as important.

However, if Ian Donovan is happy 
to issue a statement making it clear 
that I am not a Zionist, I am happy 
to withdraw my allegation.
Tony Greenstein
Brighton

Class victory
Paul Demarty ends his article on 
the Scottish referendum saying: 
“The crucial insight of Marxism - 
that these questions are themselves 
‘working class issues’… is seldom 
grasped” (‘Proceeds of crime’, 
September 25). Left Unity’s Scottish 
Republic Yes tendency has fully 
grasped this in opposing the trend of 
‘economist abstentionism’, which 
has paralysed Left Unity and the 
working class in England.

The Scottish referendum was a 
victory for the British ruling class and 
a defeat for the working class. This 
“crucial insight of Marxism” applies 
here too. Of course for unionist-
socialists like Sandy McBurney it is 
the other way round. The working 
class won the referendum and the 
British ruling class lost it. No wonder 
Sandy turned his microphone off and 
opted for diplomatic silence when 
he saw Cameron beaming with pride 
and heard the queen was ‘over the 
moon’ at the result.

The democratic movement of the 
working class throughout the UK 
suffered a defeat. When Glasgow 
and Dundee vote ‘yes’ and 30% of 
Scottish National Party supporters 
voted ‘no’, then even the most dumb 
‘Marxists’ should be able to work 
out that class was the most important 
factor in the outcome.

So it was significant that in two 
long articles comrades Demarty 
and Eddie Ford managed to say 
everything apart from the issue of 
which class led the ‘no’ campaign 
to victory and which class was the 
backbone of the ‘yes’ campaign, 
suffered a defeat and had its 
hopes of change dashed. You can 
skirt around it until ‘economist 
abstentionism’ declares it irrelevant 
to the ‘class struggle’ or pronounces 
it a score draw!

I read Paul Demarty railing against 
Stalinism with a sense of ironic 
amusement. Sadly Paul has come to 
“expect less and less from comrade 
Steve over the years”, which is a 
terrible shame. This is because I have 
continued to promote the necessity 
for a republican socialist party. As 
Paul says, “he endlessly tries to kick-
start his dead-on-arrival republican 
Labourite halfway-house idea”.

I plead guilty to “endlessly” 

advocating a ‘communist-labour’ 
party, or united front party, involving 
both democratic socialists, or Labour 
lefts, and communists. The CPGB 
have endlessly rejected this in theory, 
but decided to support it in practice. 
They more they support it, the more 
“endlessly” they reject it. This is a 
smokescreen and a dangerous game.

Left Unity is a “halfway house” 
party. It is ideologically left-Labour, 
linked back to the ‘spirit of 1945’ and 
the great days of the social monarchy. 
Communists supported its founding 
conference and put forward their 
views. There is a communist platform 
or tendency in it. There is a member 
of the CPGB elected to the national 
leadership. It is a classic “dead-on-
arrival” communist-Labour party, 
critically supported by the CPGB.

My point is that this united front 
party, with its open communist 
tendency, cannot succeed unless 
it becomes a republican socialist 
party. Unless and until it makes the 
transition to a republican socialist 
party it is “dead on arrival”. The 
Scottish referendum has shown it 
is dangerously close to political 
extinction, because a majority 
supported ‘economist abstentionism’. 
In Scotland Left Unity was irrelevant 
to a campaign that mobilised 
millions. It is now virtually as dead 
as a duck there.

Despite my endlessly supporting 
Scottish Republic Yes in the Weekly 
Worker, Paul accuses of me of 
“enthusiastically advocating a vote 
for a constitutional arrangement 
that includes the queen”. There are 
two obvious points here. There was 
no republican option. Whether you 
vote ‘yes’, or ‘no’, you ended up on 
September 19 with “a constitutional 
arrangement that includes the queen”.

What about ‘abstaining’ or 
‘boycott ing’ the referendum? 
Did this mean that on September 
19 you would no longer have a 
monarchy? In reality voting ‘yes’, 
‘no’ or abstaining does not change 
“a constitutional arrangement that 
includes the queen”. The idea that 
not going to the polling booth is 
morally superior or more republican 
is laughable.

The ‘yes’ case is not that it 
delivers a republic any more than 
‘no’ or ‘boycott’. Rather a ‘yes’ 
majority delivers conditions in which 
republicanism can grow. The soil in 
a ‘Scottish free state’ is more fertile. 
The queen understands this, because 
she is a better politician than all the 
unionist and abstentionist ‘Marxists’ 
laid out end to end.

The CPGB seem to argue that they 
are boycotting all and every referenda 
under a bourgeois regime because 
the ‘correct’, communist-approved 
questions are not being asked. Trying 
to hide behind some ‘principle’ you 
have just invented is surely the sign 
that a failed position has very thin 
arguments. Boycott is a tactic, not 
a principle. The CPGB supported 
a ‘yes’ vote in the ‘alternative 
vote to save Nick Clegg’s bacon’ 
referendum. This would have resulted 
in “a constitutional arrangement that 
includes the queen”.

The Scottish Republic Yes 
tendency openly advocated a republic 
and urged the Scottish working class 
to take the high road to a republic. 
The slogan, ‘Scottish republic yes’, 
was the most advanced, democratic 
slogan to be put forward in England 
and Wales during the referendum. It 
stood out against the unionism and 
‘economist abstentionism’ of the 
working class movement in England.

It is easy to kick the crap out of 
left national arguments. But the best 
slogans have to be dealt with and not 
ignored or dismissed.
Steve Freeman
LU Scottish Republic Yes tendency
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LEFT UNITy

CPGB podcasts
Every Monday we upload a podcast commenting on the current 
political situation. In addition, the site features voice files of public 
meetings and other events: http://cpgb.org.uk/home/podcasts. 
London Communist Forum
Sunday October 5, 5pm: Weekly political report from CPGB 
Provisional Central Committee, followed by open discussion and 
Capital reading group. Calthorpe Arms, 252 Grays Inn Road, London 
WC1. This meeting: Vol 1, appendix: ‘Results of the immediate 
process of production’ (continued).
Organised by CPGB: www.cpgb.org.uk.
Radical Anthropology Group
Introduction to anthropology
Tuesday October 7, 6.30pm: ‘Africa, hunger and big business: how 
“development” aids the corporate takeover of food’. Speaker: Chris Walker.
Cock Tavern, 23 Phoenix Road, London NW1.  
Talks are free, but small donations are welcome.
Organised by Radical Anthropology Group:  
http://radicalanthropologygroup.org.
Independent Socialist Network
Saturday October 4, 12 noon to 5pm: Annual general meeting, 
Centre for Crime and Justice Studies, 2 Langley Lane, London SW8. 
Open to all those who are not members of existing socialist groups - 
please email wsmcmahon@yahoo.co.uk.
Organised by Independent Socialist Network:
www.independentsocialistnetwork.org.
Legacy of Hugo Chávez
Saturday October 4, 10am: Conference, University of London 
Union, Malet Street, London WC1.
Organised by Venezuela Solidarity: www.venezuelasolidarity.co.uk.
Progressive Student Forum
Saturday October 4, 10am to 5.30pm: Student conference, 
University of London Union, Malet Street, London WC1.
Organised by Student Broad Left: www.studentbroadleft.org.uk.
South London People’s Assembly
Saturday October 4, 10am to 5pm: Anti-austerity conference, 
Brixton Town Hall, 1 Town Hall Parade, London SW2. Speakers 
include Diane Abbott MP and journalist Yasmin Alibhai-Brown. 
Workshops on housing, living wage, public services and privatisation, 
austerity and racism. Tickets: £5 in advance, £10 on the door 
(concessions free).
Organised by South London People’s Assembly: www.southlondonpa.org.
Stop the bombing
Saturday October 4, 1pm: National demonstration against the 
bombing of Iraq and extension of hostilities. Assemble Temple Place, 
London WC2.
Organised by Stop the War Coalition: www.stopwar.org.uk.
Sex workers need rights
Tuesday October 7, 7.30pm: Discussion, The Mesmerist, 1-3 Prince 
Albert Street, Brighton BN1. With Laura Watson, English Collective 
of Prostitutes. Organised by Sussex LRC: 
www.facebook.com/events/589151987859885/?ref=5.
People’s question time
Thursday October 9, 7pm: Public meeting, York Hall, 5 Old Ford 
Road, London E2. With Russell Brand, Natalie Bennett, Mark 
Serwotka, Lutfur Rahman.
Organised by People’s Assembly: www.thepeoplesassembly.org.uk.
Education under siege
Wednesday October 8, 7.30pm: Talk, Five Leaves Bookshop, 14a 
Long Row, Nottingham NG1. Alternatives to the current education 
system. Speaker: Peter Mortimore.
Organised by Five Leaves Book Shop: www.fiveleavesbookshop.co.uk.
Socialist films
Sunday October 12, 11am: Screening, Bolivar Hall, 54 Grafton 
Way, London W1. Dylan Mohan Gray’s Fire in the blood (India, 84 
minutes) and Andrew Berekdar’s Cricklewood Craic (UK, 8 minutes). 
Followed by discussion.
Organised by London Socialist Film Co-op: www.socialistfilm.blogspot.com.
Grup yorum
Sunday October 12, 5pm: Concert by Turkish protest group, 
Dominion Centre, 9 The Broadway, High Road, Wood Green, London 
N22. Entrance £20.
Oppose racist scapegoating
Tuesday October 14, 7pm: Immigration and the economic crisis, 
room 150, main building, Goldsmiths College, Lewisham Way, 
London SE14.
Organised by Lewisham Anti-Racist Action Group:
www.naar.org.uk/larag.
Doing politics differently
Thursday, October 16 6.30pm: Left Unity meeting with speakers 
from Podemos and Syriza, Kings College, Waterloo campus, Franklin-
Wilkins Building, Stamford Street, London SE1.
Organised by Left Unity: www.leftunity.org.
CPGB wills
Remember the CPGB and keep the struggle going. Put our party’s 
name and address, together with the amount you wish to leave, in your 
will. If you need further help, do not hesitate to contact us.

No clean hands 
Some are gunning for principal speaker Bianca Todd. Paul 
Demarty wonders what exactly they hope to achieve

We wonder perhaps if we will 
soon start seeing a slightly 
hunted look in the eyes of 

Bianca Todd.
Comrade Todd, one of the four 

directly elected principal speakers of 
Left Unity, apparently cannot turn up at 
an LU national council meeting without 
facing a motion of censure directed at her.

The latest was referred to briefly in 
Yassamine Mather’s report last week 
of the September 20 NC meeting, 
brought by Simon Hardy on behalf of 
Lambeth branch. Comrade Mather was 
one of many who gave the motion a 
cold reception - it “seemed to me like 
a witch-hunt … It is unfortunate that 
comrades who are now part of a culture 
that is liable to refer to the expression 
of political opinions different from their 
own as ‘bullying’ have submitted a 
critical motion to the NC targeted at one 
named comrade.”1

Of course, targeting an individual in a 
motion is perfectly legitimate in principle: 
individuals make mistakes, commit acts 
of cowardice and betrayal, skim party 
funds for their own use and everything 
else. So what, exactly, is comrade Todd’s 
crime? According to a brief, sneery piece 
in a six-month-old diary column in The 
Independent,2 she was ‘head of service’ 
at C:HAT Room - a social enterprise in 
Leicestershire, which was found by an 
employment tribunal to have breached the 
rights of several workers, failing to give 
them promised contracts and withholding 
pay that was owed.

Andy Newman of the Socialist Unity 
blog, which has steadily tacked rightwards 
into bureaucratic left Labourism over the 
last decade, managed to dig up a report 
in the Harborough Mail: “[C:HAT Room 
workers] Mr Brooks, Mrs Frederick and 
Mrs Yarrow all said they had not received 
payment for [the Christmas] period in 
spite of assurances received from Miss 
Todd that they would. Mrs Yarrow also 
said that she did not receive any sick pay 
from the company when she had to take 
time off for an operation.”3

There was a little whispering about 
this at the time the report came out; 
the Lambeth motion was submitted in 
June, but only came before the NC on 
September 20 (where comrade Hardy, 
in the face of opposition, agreed to 
withdraw it). Yet comrade Todd was 
also targeted at the previous, June NC 
meeting - albeit indirectly, in the form 
of a motion concerning Steve Hedley (a 
leftwing union official who has been the 
subject of domestic abuse allegations).

Discussion around the motion - 
which was sharply critical of Hedley, 
and of left organisations who refused to 
dissociate themselves from him - was 
heated, and overlaid with an incident 
shortly beforehand, in which Hedley, on 
social media, had bemoaned the lack of 
a party to the left of Labour, and Todd 
had replied that there was such a party 
- Left Unity.

Various intersectional feminists, for 
whom Hedley has become a kind of folk 
devil, interpreted that as an invitation to 
Hedley to join - and thus a clear and 
present danger to the physical safety of 
women in LU (including comrade Todd 
herself, one assumes). Then, too, the 
motion was withdrawn.

Is this merely a coincidence, and 
comrade Todd just unlucky? Perhaps. 
We are minded to scepticism, mainly 
because both attacks seem to emanate 
from the same source - comrades in the 
International Socialist Network (whose 
members in Manchester have already 
got Laurie McCauly suspended from the 
branch in essence over the Hedley issue). 

Since its formation last spring, the 
ISN has become completely crippled 
by its intersectionalist commitments, to 
the point where it notoriously split over 

a controversial work of contemporary 
sculpture. We have, by lucky 
happenstance, come upon the minutes 
of the group’s latest leadership meeting, 
a good part of which seems to have been 
taken up by report-backs from no less 
than six caucuses (disabled members, 
“LGBTQ+ members”, “members who 
identify as women”, and their three 
complements - non-disabled members 
and so on). The more members the ISN 
loses, the more caucuses it sprouts.

That the ISN should be at the root of 
both these LU motions does not prove 
that there is a secret conspiracy against 
comrade Todd, of course; there are 
doubts as to whether the ISN has enough 
coherence for a conspiracy. The motions 
spring in different ways from a similar 
mindset, however - and, in any case, both 
lines of attack are, on their own terms, 
fatuous.

So far as the case of Hedley goes, 
even if he is guilty - and he has 
not, we must stress drearily again, 
been charged of anything, let alone 
convicted - reacting so violently 
against all who refuse to disclaim 
any contact with the comrade treats 
violence against women as if it were 
bubonic plague, a virulently infectious 
disease transmitted by touch or else in 
the blood of oblivious pest animals.

On the assumptions of all violence-
centric versions of feminism, you would 
expect some men in LU to be violent 
towards their partners. It is not in this 
view a function of their having been near 
Steve Hedley (or whoever), but of their 
maleness in a male-dominated society. 
(It says something about the especial 
hopelessness of the intersectional 
brand of feminism that the only 
political practice it can come up with is 
precisely these posturing crusades against 
unclean individuals.)

As for this business of unpaid 
wages, we note that comrade Todd has 
hinted that she is unable to comment 
on the affair, that often there are legal 
complications in this direction, and that it 
may be unreasonable to expect her to step 
outside the law to satisfy the demands of 
Lambeth branch.

Let us take a step back, however: the 
left is small enough already, but would 
be much smaller if those of us whose 
day jobs strike discordantly with our 
principles all up and left, or were called 
to ‘account’ for the way we make money. 
We can compare Todd with Friedrich 
Engels, the factory-owner; or perhaps 
Michael Roberts, the Marxist economic 
blogger and City economist, who no 
doubt finds himself party to decisions 
that lose a lot more people a lot more than 
a few hundred quid every now and then.

The comrades pushing this issue - and 
opportunists like The Independent and 
Andy Newman - claim this is about 
‘accountability’, but it is not. So far as 
LU is concerned, comrade Todd is a 
spokesperson: she is accountable for what 
she says, how competently she says it 
and how well that reflects the programme 
and policy of the organisation. She is 

not accountable for her day job; and 
enforcing such ‘accountability’ across 
the board would be nightmarish.

Underlying both this and the 
Hedley crusade is a peculiar desire for 
cleanliness - it is a mode of politics 
drawn more from the Pentateuch 
than the Communist manifesto. It is 
hopelessly illusory: two very different 
problems (domestic violence and sharp 
employment practices) are nevertheless 
similar, in that they are both social; ours 
is a society where sexual relationships 
frequently end in violent terror (and most 
frequently that terror is directed against 
women), and also a society in which the 
well-meaning are forced by circumstance 
to make grubby compromises. It is a dirty 
world - few hands are clean.

It is thus unfortunate that comrade 
Hardy has reacted to the curt rejection 
of his motion in the manner of a spoilt 
child. There was “intense pressure and [a] 
terrible atmosphere” at the NC meeting, 
he complains in a report-back email to 
Lambeth branch. “The chair spoke against 
the motion and said it should never have 
been tabled. Then Bianca and others got 
up to say we were bullying her and it 
was a disgrace that she was being treated 
like this.” So continues the mewling: “I 
very much want to get this sorted out 
so we can move on, but I have never 
experienced such awful treatment in a 
meeting before.” He wants an apology 
for the branch - an apology for reacting 
angrily to a petty and vindictive motion.

We are getting distinctly tired of this 
sob-story routine, as its employment 
spreads poisonously throughout the 
movement. Has Simon never - not 
even in his years in the perennial Trot 
awkward squad, Workers Power - faced 
an angry response before? Can we 
really believe that the sight of an upset 
Bianca Todd puts him in such a terror 
that he is reduced to crying hot, salty 
man-tears? Of course not - and so, for 
all the guff about “accountability”, we 
must say that it is comrade Hardy who 
is trying to wriggle out of being held 
accountable for this apolitical nonsense, 
by treating the whole affair as though it 
was about his own feelings, presenting 
the NC meeting as though he was being 
physically intimidated into silence. 
Please, comrade.

Absent entirely from this controversy, 
alas, are comrade Todd’s politics. She is 
undeniably drawn from the right wing of 
LU. We have innumerable disagreements 
with her: tactical and strategic, principled 
and incidental. We object, for that 
matter, to the idea of directly elected 
spokespeople as such: the leadership 
ought to be collective, and delegate 
tasks amongst itself, or among coopted 
individuals, accountable to the collective. 
Besides which, surely every comrade in 
LU ought to aspire to be a confident and 
articulate advocate of the organisation …?

The worst outcome for principled 
communists, however - indeed, 
for any principled opponent of her 
politics, from the left or right - is 
this farce, where she is hounded as a 
morally deficient individual for failing 
to meet the unquenchable demands of 
the intersectionalists, or for failing to 
single-handedly transform the straitened 
conditions of small businesses in a 
recession. The rude reception for these 
ham-fisted slights is encouraging - our 
movement needs honest polemic, not 
background checks l

paul.demarty@weeklyworker.co.uk

Notes
1. ‘Preparing for 2015’ Weekly Worker September 25.
2. www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/andy-
mcsmiths-diary-who-needs-a-food-bank-when-
youve-got-fancy-restaurants-9215416.html.
3. http://socialistunity.com/left-unity-holds-
leaders-account.

Bianca Todd
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UkIP

Farage parks his tanks
Ukip has every reason to feel chipper, says Eddie Ford. It has enjoyed high-profile Tory defections and 
is riding high in the polls

This year’s United Kingdom 
Independence Party conference 
was held in Doncaster for obvious 

symbolic reasons. Firstly, it is Ed 
Miliband’s home territory - he has 
been the MP for Doncaster North since 
2005. Secondly, more importantly, it is 
part of Ukip’s pitch for the traditional 
Labour vote - or as Nigel Farage put it 
at conference, “we are now parking our 
tanks on the Labour Party’s lawn”.

Of course, Ukip has a problem when it 
comes to “tearing vast chunks” (Farage) 
out of Labour support. If you look at its 
top people, almost without exception 
they come from the Conservative Party: 
in other words, Tories in exile, having 
an instinctive ideological hostility to 
Labourism. Furthermore, numerous 
psephological studies have shown (as 
if you did not know) that it is Tories, or 
former Tories, who are most likely to 
vote Ukip - currently, about two-thirds of 
Ukip voters supported the Conservatives 
in the 2010 general election (although 
before that many say they voted Labour).

So the basic outlook of a large 
section of Ukip’s membership is barely 
distinguishable from that of the Tories - 
or its hard-core Thatcherite right wing, 
to be more exact. Hardly surprisingly, 
Ukip does best among those who say 
they are “fairly” or “very” rightwing, 
and among readers of the Daily Mail and 
Daily Express - 24% of 37,000 electors 
questioned as part of a YouGov poll 
conducted in February.1 However, the 
same poll also tells us that Ukip strongly 
appeals to older, white, working class 
Tories (22%), particularly those who 
left school at 15 or 16 and earn less 
than £20,000 a year. This cohort would 
normally be regarded as ‘natural’ Labour 
voters, but actually tend to look to tax 
cuts rather than social solidarity or 
progressive political change to improve 
their lot. But, having said that, it is 
important to bear in mind that at the last 
general election 15% of Ukip’s support 
came from Liberal Democrats and in the 
Eastleigh by-election - which saw Ukip 
come a good second - a full 31% of votes 
equally came from both ex-Tory and Lib 
Dem voters, with 10% from Labour and 
perhaps about 15% who did not bother 
voting at the last general election (if 
ever).2 As Farage knows all too well, 
non-voters are the largest slice of the 
electorate - more than 40%.

True, Ukip’s ideology is evolving. 
By definition, this will be a messy, 
contradictory, affair - improvised on 
the hoof. But at the end of the day 
what truly distinguishes the party is its 
virulently petty bourgeois, little-England 
populism. Hence Farage deployed 
typical demagogic rhetoric, telling 
cheering delegates at the Doncaster 
racecourse that “we are not a party of 
left or right” - no, “we are the party of 
right or wrong”. Such talk might make 
your average Weekly Worker reader want 
to throw up, but it goes down a treat at 
Ukip (or Tea Party) meetings.

Nevertheless, if Farage wants to make 
serious inroads into the Labour vote, 
then he has to make positive noises about 
the NHS - a top concern for traditional 
Labour voters, naturally. Perhaps that 
helps to explain the mysterious case of 
Paul Nuttall’s disappearing web page, 
where Ukip’s deputy leader and MEP 
for the North West of England argued 
that the “very existence” of the NHS 
“stifles competition”, which means 
that “innovation and improvements are 
restricted”.3 Not very on-message, to put 
it mildly. Farage is now saying that the 
NHS will be “safe” in his hands - where 
have we heard that before? He will keep 

it free at the point of access, righteously 
denying Labour claims that Ukip would 
introduce charges to see GPs.

Other proposals in his speech included 
allowing employers to discriminate 
in favour of British workers, making 
private medical insurance compulsory 
for foreigners, and bringing in a ‘luxury 
tax’ (ie, a VAT rate of 25%) on shoes 
costing more than £200, handbags more 
than £1,000, cars more than £50,000, 
etc - a policy which 48 hours later was 
declared “dead” by Farage; it was only 
ever a “discussion point”, it seems. 
Another idea was getting rid of tuition 
fees for science subjects, which would 
apparently be funded by charging 
students from other European Union 
countries the same overseas fees paid 
by those from outside the EU.

Immigration
The “number one” issue for Farage is 
immigration and the linked question of 
the EU. “We must take back control of 
our border,” he proclaimed. Whether we 
like it or not, about half of the British 
population does not trust any of the main 
parties on this issue - believing they are 
either too soft or actively duplicitous.4 
After all, everyone knows that Cameron 
will fight to stay within the EU, because 
that is the position of big business. 
By playing the immigration card for 
everything it is worth, mixed in with its 
new ‘pro-NHS’ stance, Ukip plans to eat 
away at the traditional Labour vote.

Ukip can easily make hay on 
this issue thanks to the stupid Tory 
commitment to restrict immigration 
to 100,000 a year - always a total 
pipe-dream, especially in times of 
recession throughout Europe. The fact 
of the matter is that people will move 
to Britain in the hope of finding work, 
given its world language and capital city. 
The Tories made an idiot promise, and 
everyone knows it. Ukip, on the other 

hand, has a simple and seemingly viable 
solution - withdrawal from the EU and 
hence from its internal free-movement 
obligations, plus the introduction 
of an Australian-style points-based 
immigration system. That is, one that 
would welcome skilled workers, whether 
they be from the Indian sub-continent 
or wherever, black or white, but would 
immediately slam the door on unskilled 
workers - Nigel Farage’s Britain would 
not want you if you have come to “take 
our resources”. Hence Steven Woolfe, 
Ukip’s migration spokesman, said the 
party will bring down immigration to 
50,000 by the introduction of a points 
system and also by turning away at the 
border immigrants without ID.

Socialist Workers Party comrades, 
as regular Weekly Worker readers will 
know, insist that Farage’s position is 
“racist” - its pathetic front organisation, 
Stand Up To Ukip, demonstrated 
outside the Doncaster conference 
to “expose” Ukip’s supposedly true 
nature. In last week’s Socialist Worker, 
‘Linda’ from Morecambe told the paper 
that “we have to address the lies about 
immigration”, while ‘Parveen’ from 
Doncaster was protesting because Ukip 
is “playing on people’s fears about not 
finding work” and “telling them it’s 
about immigration” - instead, he argued, 
“we’ve got to stop them or we’ll end up 
with racism” (September 23).

The SWP spectacularly misses 
the point. The idea that Ukip is so 
utterly different from the Tories, Lib 
Dems or - for that matter, Labour - is 
delusional. As we have pointed out 
quite a few times, Farage is coming 
out with the thoroughly mainstream 
view that migrants are a problem if 
there are too many of them - acting 
as a drain on the NHS and taking jobs 
that should go to British workers, as 
Gordon Brown pointed out not so long 
ago. In other words, Farage fully signs 

up to the ‘common sense’ national 
chauvinist consensus - or, to use the 
words attributed to him in the SWP’s 
internal Party Notes, this is “not a race 
question”, but rather a question of 
“our country’s needs” (May 5 2014). 
From that angle, communists have no 
problem in believing Farage when he 
says that Ukip is a “non-racist” party - 
why shouldn’t we, or is Gordon Brown 
a racist too? Then what about George 
Galloway, who argues for a points-
based immigration system? Or the 
No2EU lash-up between the Morning 
Star’s Communist Party of Britain 
and the Socialist Party in England 
and Wales, which wants to introduce 
‘socialist’ border controls?

Leaving aside the SWP’s cynical 
attempt to earn brownie points from 
the establishment, Farage genuinely 
wants previous immigrants - whatever 
their ethnicity - and their descendants 
to integrate into official British society: 
enthusiastically waving the flag, fighting 
to preserve the union and loving the 
queen. In reality, to one degree or another 
all the mainstream parties appeal and 
pander to British nationalism.

Another thing that has to be patiently 
pointed out is that not everything Nigel 
Farage says about immigration is “lies” 
- sorry, comrade ‘Linda’. Many people’s 
subjective responses to immigration 
are perfectly understandable: millions 
languish on the dole, especially under-
21s, and real wages have not kept 
up with inflation (in some parts of 
the country they have gone down in 
absolute terms). Therefore cutting down 
on immigration can appear to be the 
obvious answer. And the very last thing 
you need is an SWP member screaming 
moralistic abuse at you.

Defections
Ukip has every reason to feel chipper at 
the moment. A recent poll puts it on 17% 

- ahead of the Lib Dems on 7% and the 
Greens on 4%, with Labour on 34% and 
the Tories on 32%.5 More significantly 
still, it has enjoyed two high-profile 
Tory defections in the form of Douglas 
Carswell and Mark Reckless.

On top of all that, we also had the 
defection on September 30 of Richard 
Barnes - the former Conservative deputy 
mayor of London and Boris Johnson’s 
one-time “right-hand man” at City Hall. 
He told the Evening Standard that the 
Tories, Labour and Lib Dems did not 
“speak the language of normal people”. 
And on October 1 the BBC reported 
that a major Conservative party donor, 
insurance entrepreneur Arron Banks, 
was about to join Ukip. Banks has 
donated more than £250,000 to the 
Tories since David Cameron became 
leader and now plans to hand over a 
£1 million cheque - Farage must be a 
happy man. The Ukip leader has hinted, 
whether mischievously or not, that there 
are more defections to come.

Carswell was a popular sitting MP 
and a prominent Eurosceptic. His 
defection was a closely guarded secret 
until he held a surprise press conference 
at Westminster - quite an impressive 
operation by Ukip, it has to be said. 
Carswell thinks that only Ukip can 
“shake up that cosy little clique called 
Westminster”, where “many are just in 
it for themselves”. They “seek every 
great office”, yet “believe in so little”.

And it now looks as though Ukip will 
have a Westminster presence very soon. 
Carswell seems certain to regain his 
Clacton seat in the October 9 by-election. 
On the same day there will be also be a 
by-election in Heywood and Middleton, 
following the recent death of Labour MP 
Jim Dobbin. Ukip’s candidate, John 
Bickley, is widely expected to come at 
least second. As for Reckless, he seems 
to be a bit of an oddball - not enjoying 
the same high levels of popularity as 
Carswell. But it is more than possible 
that he will win Rochester and Stroud 
for Ukip when the time comes.

All in all, therefore, it is not 
impossible that Ukip will get up to 10 
MPs at the next general election - at 
least according to the analysis proffered 
by Peter Kellner in the pages of The 
Guardian (September 29). Kellner 
argues that “simple arithmetic” tells 
us two things about the next election: 
for Labour or the Conservatives to win 
outright, one needs to have at least 90 
more seats than the other - which looks 
“improbable”. Secondly, even to form 
a majority coalition, the number of 
Lib Dem MPs must exceed the total of 
the other minority parties - which, of 
course, was the position in 2010, when 
the Lib Dems secured twice as many 
seats as the combined total of Green, 
nationalist and Northern Ireland parties. 
But how likely is that come the 2015 
general election?

Looking at these calculations 
and the general drift to the right in 
British politics, Nigel Farage’s claim 
at Doncaster that Ukip could hold the 
“balance of power” after the next general 
election is not entirely fanciful l

eddie.ford@weeklyworker.co.uk

Notes
1. http://yougov.co.uk/news/2014/02/24/where-ukip-
gets-its-support.
2. http://blogs.channel4.com/factcheck/factcheck-
whos-voting-for-ukip/12934.
3. http://tompride.wordpress.com/2014/09/26/ukip-
deputy-leader-sneakily-deletes-web-page-calling-
for-end-of-nhs.
4. www.newstatesman.com/politics/2013/11/why-
immigration-debate-getting-us-nowhere.
5. http://ukpollingreport.co.uk/blog/archives/9013.
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mIDDLE EAST

Going soft on the intervention
Fear and hatred of Islamic State has caused some members of the Fourth International to lose their 
bearings, writes Peter Manson

On September 30, two RAF Tornado 
jets launched attacks on Islamic 
State positions in Iraq following 

the vote in the Commons four days earlier 
to support the US-led action. MPs had 
decided by 524 votes to 43 in favour of 
joining military action against Iraq for 
the third time in 23 years. A couple of 
dozen Labour lefts and mavericks were 
joined by six MPs from the Scottish 
National Party, six Tories, one Liberal 
Democrat, three from Northern Ireland’s 
Social Democratic and Labour Party, and 
two from Plaid Cymru, plus Green MP 
Caroline Lucas and George Galloway of 
Respect.

So, after several reconnaissance 
flights over the previous three days, 
the two jets - acting “in support of the 
Iraqi government” - hit an IS “heavy 
weapon position” and an “armed pick-
up truck”. Not exactly major strategic 
targets, but, there again, the UK has only 
made six warplanes available - one less 
that Denmark, for instance. However, as 
we all know, IS poses a deadly threat not 
only to the peoples of the Middle East, 
but, according to prime minster David 
Cameron, to the “streets of Britain”. As 
archbishop of Canterbury Justin Welby 
put it, imperialist air strikes offer a “vision 
of hope” - as opposed to IS’s “endless 
darkness”.

It is, of course, true that IS is a deeply 
reactionary force, prepared to slaughter 
by the thousand those who stand in its 
way. You can hardly blame those Kurds 
and Yazdis on the receiving end who have 
been pleading for western air strikes. For 
them IS is the most immediate, the most 
dangerous threat. However, that ought 
not to be the case for communists and 
revolutionary socialists, for whom, 
compared to imperialism, IS is like a band 
of petty criminals.

It is true that, thanks primarily to the 
dire weakness of the left, millions in the 
Arab world have turned in desperation to 
the Islamists and jihadis, of which IS is 
amongst the most reactionary. However, 
that does not change the global reality one 
iota: it is imperialism - most notably US 
imperialism - that is the greatest enemy 
of all progressive, democratic 
and working class forces. It 
is US imperialism that is 
primarily responsible for 
the chaos, the burgeoning 
of rival reactionary 
groups, particularly in 
Iraq, through its own 
destructive, brutal 
interventions.

But for the Alliance 
for Workers’ Liberty IS is the 
main enemy. Unfortunately, 
however, the fact that the 
US is “the assistant-from-
the-air of the Shia-sectarian 
Iraqi government in Baghdad, 
and of corrupt despotisms like 
Saudi Arabia, mandates no 
confidence” in the 
US-led bombing 
c a m p a i g n . 
Nevertheless, 
“… slogans 
like ‘Stop 

the bombing’ are wrong. They put the 
focus on negative opposition to the US-
led coalition rather than positive support 
for the people at immediate risk from Isis 
in Iraq and Syria.”1

That, obviously, is par for the course 
for the despicable social-imperialists of 
the AWL, who always find an excuse 
to oppose anti-imperialist slogans. But 
IS’s sheer, wanton barbarity has led other 
groups not just to drop their opposition 
to imperialist intervention, but to give it 
actual support.

Take the Danish section of the Fourth 
International, the Socialist Workers 
Party (SAP). On September 15 an article 
entitled ‘Why Danish leftists supported 
military aid to Iraq’ appeared in the FI 
online magazine, International Viewpoint. 
The author, Michael Voss, who considers 
himself a “revolutionary Marxist”, 
explains why the SAP leadership, 
including himself, voted to allow the 12 
MPs of the Red-Green Alliance to send a 
Hercules aeroplane to Iraq at the request 
of the Baghdad government. This plane 
would be used to transport weapons and 
ammunition specifically to “the Kurdish 
militias fighting Islamic State”.2

As I pointed out above, Denmark has 
agreed to send seven warplanes as part 
of the imperialist bombing campaign. 
Obviously the Hercules, being a transport 
plane, does not count here, and on that 
basis comrade Voss finds his escape 
clause. The Hercules “cannot be used for 
any other purpose than delivering arms 
to the forces fighting IS”. But, whether 
the Red-Green Alliance (which brings 
together ‘official communists’, Maoists 
and Greens, as well as the FI Trotskyists) 
likes it or not, it is in reality being used as 
part of the US-led military intervention.

And that has caused the SAP much 
soul-searching, with a minority of its 
leadership opposing the proposition. 
According to Voss, this minority put 
forward “many valid 
arguments”, of which 
the “most basic” 
was “the problem of 

supporting a military action under the 
command of the US”. After all, “The 
US government and military defend 
the interests of US big business and 
imperialism”. In fact US imperialism 
is “the basic reason” for the sectarian 
fighting in the region.

However, he continues, “revolutionary 
socialists also want to fight and stop 
IS, a murderous, sectarian and deeply 
reactionary force. A victory for IS will 
set back any social, democratic, pro-
women or anti-imperialist development 
that may have taken place in parts of 
Syria and Iraq”. And this clearly led the 
SAP majority to regard imperialism as 
the lesser evil - after IS is defeated, then 
we can go back to opposing it.

Ludicrous
Voss believes that the overwhelming 
necessity of seeing off Islamic State 
has led to “a temporary coincidence 
of interests” between socialists and 
imperialism. Both “want to supply the 
Kurds with weapons” to stop IS. So to 
refuse to support this anti-IS alliance 
would be “as if Lenin had refused to 
travel in the sealed train supplied by 
German imperialism through imperialist 
Germany to Russia in the middle of the 
Russian Revolution”!

This ludicrous comparison misses 
the obvious point. Whereas the kaiser 
cooperated in facilitating the arrival of the 
main Bolshevik leader in Petrograd in the 
hope of weakening tsarist Russia to the 
short-term advantage of Germany, in the 
long run it was only working class interests 
that were served: the Russian Revolution 
left the bourgeoisie in all the European 
powers, including Germany, in mortal 
danger - an outcome that was entirely 
predictable. By contrast, it is difficult to 
see how the defeat of IS and other such 
forces at the hands of imperialism can 
advance the cause of the working class. 
While it is improbable, to say the least, 

that the US will be able to impose a 
stable, imperialist-friendly regime 

in full control of Iraq and Syria, 
the destruction of IS (assuming 
that is possible) would leave a 

void likely to be filled by other 
reactionary 

forces.
The SAP 

minority also 
had other 

worries. For instance, would “the most 
progressive Kurdish forces”, such as the 
Turkish PKK and its Syrian counterpart, 
the PDU, actually receive the weapons, 
or would they be used by the “regional 
Kurdish government”, which is pursuing 
neoliberal, anti-working class policies? 
Voss admits that “There is really no 
telling exactly who will get how big a 
share of the weapons”, but - not to worry 
- “the Kurdish forces have established a 
common military front to fight Isis”, in 
any case: “There is evidence that they are 
actually sharing weapons.”

Despite these misgivings, “What 
tipped the balance between yes and no 
for many of us was the fact that all the 
progressive Kurdish forces, including 
socialists, in the region … not only 
advised us to vote for, but begged us 
not to oppose, the decision. They were 
sure that such a decision will most likely 
result in weapons for the PKK/PDU - a 
necessary strengthening not only of the 
fight against IS, but also a strengthening 
of the progressive forces in the region.” 
The imperialists obviously disagree - why 
on earth would they go for an option 
that would “most likely” result in “a 
strengthening of the progressive forces”?

The Danish majority are not the only 
FI comrades whose fear and hatred of IS 
(referred to by some as ‘Daesh’) had led 
them to adopt such a position, it seems. 
For example, International Viewpoint 
featured an article from François Sabado, 
who sits on the FI’s executive bureau and is 
a member of the New Anti-Capitalist Party 
(NPA) in France. He agrees with Voss 
that in the Middle East “the enemy of the 
peoples is not only western intervention”: 
there is also Russia, the Gulf states and “the 
corrupt regimes in the region”. But “today 
it is above all Daesh” (my emphasis), 
which Sabado characterises, AWL-style, 
as “Islamo-fascist”.3

At this point, Sabado seems to be 
parting company from Voss, for he 
says: “We denounce the imperialist 
intervention, because its objective is not 
to help the peoples, but to defend its own 
strategic, economic, political and military 
interests in the region.” He even adds: 
“… any foreign military intervention can 
only play into the hands of Daesh, which 
will present itself as the defender of the 

Sunni Arabs against the west”. But 
he then concludes that there 

should be “no 
support for a 

foreign military intervention that cannot 
be separated from imperialist interests” 
(my emphasis).

However, this ‘separation from 
imperialist interests’ is clearly not very 
pronounced. Sabado asks: “… can we 
support progressive Syrian and Kurdish 
sectors who are asking our governments 
to help them?” Absolutely, we can: “Our 
criterion is the preservation of human life 
and the rights of peoples. And in this case 
there is no hesitation.”

Unlike Voss, comrade Sabado does not 
seek justification in the alliances entered 
into by Lenin, but in the words of Trotsky, 
who wrote in 1938: “In 90 cases out of 
100 the workers actually place a minus 
sign where the bourgeoisie places a plus 
sign. In 10 cases, however, they are forced 
to fix the same sign as the bourgeoisie, but 
with their own seal, in which is expressed 
their mistrust of the bourgeoisie.”

For Sabado, while it is essential “to 
remember every time the responsibilities 
of imperialism, mistrust of its politics, 
the need for an independent politics of 
social movements and national liberation 
movements”, we can nevertheless fix 
our “own seal” onto imperialist arms 
shipments. You see, today, when we are 
“faced with barbarism” from the likes of 
IS, there are “10 cases out of 100” where 
we may place “the ‘same sign’ between 
the workers’ movement, the solidarity 
movement and those who govern us”.

And it looks like the FI British section, 
Socialist Resistance, has fallen in behind 
those excusing imperialist intervention 
against IS. An article by Sarah Parker, 
published on October 1 and headlined 
‘Solidarity with Kobanê - an urgent 
task’, focuses on the plight of the Syrian 
city under threat from IS. It ends with a 
set of demands that includes: “The UK 
government must provide the Kurdish 
forces with advanced weapons.”4

It is not unprincipled per se to make 
such a demand, but in this case I suspect 
the imperialists are already supplying 
“advanced weapons” to “Kurdish forces” 
as part of their own anti-IS intervention. 
While it is unlikely that the recipients will 
be the PKK and PDU, there is a danger 
that this call could be just a few steps 
away from advocating a more direct form 
of imperialist action l

peter.manson@weeklyworker.co.uk

Notes
1. Solidarity October 1.

2. http://internationalviewpoint.org/spip.
php?article3601.
3. www.internationalviewpoint.org/spip.

php?article3631.
4. http://socialistresistance.org/6773/solidarity-
with-kobane-an-urgent-task.

Iraqi anti-terrorist forces: not ill-equipped
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WORLD WAR I

Tied to the national state
Support for Germany’s 1914-18 war effort did not just come from the right. As shown by Konrad 
Haenisch’s letter, there was a pro-war left that banked on a German victory in order to bring about 
socialist revolution

On August 4 1914, when 
the Reichstag fraction of 
German social democracy 

(SPD) voted to approve 
government war credits, Konrad 
Haenisch (1876-1925) was 
bitterly opposed, deeming it 
a betrayal of the party’s basic 
principles.

At the time, this stance 
would have come as little 
surprise to any of his 
contemporaries: he had, after 
all, been a stalwart of the anti-
imperialist left wing of the 
party since the end of the 19th 
century. As a fierce opponent of 
the revisionist right in the SPD, 
he had rubbed shoulders with 
those like Alexander Parvus 
(Haenisch happily went by the 
nickname of “Parvulus”), Franz 
Mehring, Rosa Luxemburg 
and, as we shall see below, 
Karl Radek. As a deputy to 

the Prussian state parliament, 
however, he was unable to exert 
any direct influence on the 
Reichstag fraction. Yet it is no 
exaggeration that the August 
4 vote exerted a profound 
influence on him, in some ways 
shaking the very foundations 
of his world outlook, leading 
to a period of “difficult internal 
struggles”.1

Just two months later, on 
October 4 1914, Haenisch 
wrote to his erstwhile comrade, 
Karl Radek. Radek had 
obviously been inquiring about 
the rumours circulating in the 
party concerning Haenisch’s 
support for the German war 
effort. Haenisch’s candid and 
revealing letter in response - 
which we publish in English 
translation for the first time, as 
part out of our ongoing series 
on the pro-war left during 

World War I - marks a crucial 
turning point for Haenisch.

A further two months later, 
in December 1914, Haenisch 
made the public aware of his 
change of heart for the first 
time, publishing a series of 
three articles in the Hamburger 
Echo, which were then 
reproduced in pamphlet form 
under the title War and social 
democracy. One of the central 
themes of these articles, and 
indeed his letter to Radek, is 
the centrality of the struggle 
against the “barbaric hordes” 
of tsarist Russia. This enmity 
towards Russia as the bulwark 
of reaction obviously has a 
long history in German social 
democracy (including in the 
work of Marx and Engels), 
and Haenisch went out of his 
way to collect and then publish 
as many social democratic 

documents, speeches, 
resolutions, etc on this topic 
as possible. The fruit of this 
labour was the summer 1916 
pamphlet, Social democracy 
and national defence,2 which he 
published anonymously.

By this time, Haenisch had 
become a key player in the Die 
Glocke (The Bell) group, which 
had begun to develop ideas on 
the war going far beyond the 
notion of Russia as the bastion 
of reaction - ideas that came to 
be known as ‘war socialism’.

Fascinatingly, this group saw 
itself as the continuator of the 
anti-revisionist, revolutionary 
wing of social democracy, 
bringing it into obvious tension 
with Luxemburg, Radek and 
other former comrades who, 
in line with their pre-war 
views, condemned the war as 
imperialist on both sides.

By most accounts, Haenisch 
was not as theoretically 
innovative as others in the 
group, such as Heinrich 
Cunow or Parvus, but was its 
most talented political figure 
and a key partisan in the 
fierce struggles which raged 
within the SPD and beyond. 
He also became something 
of a hate figure for many in 
the party - such as in March 
1915, when an SPD regional 
delegate conference condemned 
Haenisch’s support for the 
introduction of pre-military 
training facilities for those over 
the age as 16 (he saw in this 
move a partial realisation of the 
Erfurt programme’s call for a 
popular militia, as opposed to 
a desperate mobilisation effort 
on the part of the German high 
command!).

Ben Lewis

Konrad Haenisch to Karl Radek, October 4 19143

Dear friend Radek!
Many, many thanks for your long letter 
and for all of your kind concern for the 
struggles that I now am now conducting 
with myself.

I have read your letter very thoroughly 
three times and thought about it anew 
each time, but you have not convinced 
me. Your letter is a prime example of 

how an argument can in itself be logical 
and compelling, and yet - in spite of 
everything - wrong. In my response I 
will strive to tell you what I am feeling 
these days quite unsystematically, in 
a few fleeting thoughts, just as they 
occur to me and without any claims of 
illuminating the matter from all sides.

You know how painful it is for me to 

this time stand opposed to quite a few 
old friends - by no means is this the 
case for all old friends! But what does 
it matter? My friends are dear to me, but 
I prefer clarity and truth.

Let us first of all calmly state the 
facts: the workers of all countries 
hoped for, and expressed, the liveliest 
interest in the preservation of peace. 

Until the last moment they fought 
decisively against the outbreak of the 
war. Yet the moment the war arrived 
the workers of all countries sided 
with their respective fatherlands with 
no less determination. In France and 
Belgium the socialist parties approved 
war credits just as unanimously as the 
German party, and even the Russian 

comrades, for all their deadly enmity 
against tsarism, did not dare to oppose 
the credits, but retreated to abstain (I’ll 
soon talk about the Serbs). And this 
attitude on the part of these fractions is 
nothing other than a faithful expression 
of the mood of the masses (...)

And now you say that a phenomenon 
that has occurred everywhere equally 

German troops did not go onwards to victory
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and in such an elemental fashion 
everywhere can be dismissed by 
characterising it as the outcome of 
the stupidity, betrayal or the character 
weaknesses of individual leaders? 
Should we, as historically minded 
people, rather not look for the causes 
of this process, which are effective 
everywhere, instead of becoming 
morally outraged at it? Here I am not 
passing any judgement, but merely 
establishing a fact when I say, the cause 
for this, which is effective everywhere, 
lies in nothing other than the essence of 
today’s workers’ movement itself.

The false assumption from which 
you are proceeding, dear Radek, and 
which for all the strict logic in your 
argumentation must lead you to false 
conclusions, is your view of today’s 
workers’ movement - not only of the 
German movement, but of the movement 
in almost every capitalist state. This is 
no good at all: we need to resolutely 
look things in the eye and say what is4, 
even if we find it really difficult. And the 
truth is this: with its enormous growth, 
there has been a change in the essence 
of the workers’ movement: quantity 
has thus transformed into quality. This 
change did not simply occur on August 
4. Rather, August 4 and everything that 
is bound up with it merely revealed the 
change that occurred long ago.

Personally speaking (I do not 
generally like to use big words, 
but in this case everyday words 
do not express what I want to say), 
the reaction unleashed by the war 
almost represented something like 
an apocalypse. For me, everything 
seemed to collapse and sink. But 
eventually I came to realise an inner 
necessity in what was unfolding in 
front of our eyes and is still unfolding 
today (...)

It is simply absurd that a party 
like German social democracy, which 
comprises more than a third of the 
German population, should look on, 
arms folded, when such enormous 
things play out. Today I have come to 
the rock-solid conviction that if German 
social democracy had acted differently 
in the great fateful hour of the war, had 
it not resolutely sided with its people 
then it would have been done for - not by 
government reprisals (which we would 
eventually have come to terms with), but 
by the storm of the masses themselves.

We would once more have become 
what we were decades ago: a non-
influential, impotent sect. We would 
have had to start all over from the 
beginning again. It does not help, dear 
Radek, to bury our heads in the sand and 
not want to see things for what they are.

If it was unable to prevent the 
war, then we all would have certainly 
preferred the social democracy of all 
countries to have responded to it with 
revolutionary actions to overthrow the 
existing state order. The fact that it never 
even made the slightest attempt to do 
so shows precisely that all our hopes 
in that direction were nothing other 
than a great illusion. Yet we must not 
blubber at shattered illusions, but rather 
attempt to understand the new situation 
and come to terms with it.

Despite all our expectations, the 
national interests of the proletariat have 
turned out to be infinitely stronger than 
its international cohesion. As difficult 
as it is to say this for somebody like 
me - for whom the International had 
always been a most sacred matter close 
to my heart, not a decoration for public 
holidays - it must be said as a result of 
the history of the recent period: at the 
moment when the international interests 
of the proletariat and its feelings of 
international togetherness came into 
contradiction, amongst all peoples the 
national interests were victorious across 
the board. And today I think I know why 
they had to be victorious!

Firstly, because a democratic 
development is possible only on 
the basis of a national state that is 
independent in the world outside. 
Read Lassalle’s pamphlet on 1859!5 
And the masses in Germany must have 

believed this international independence 
to be endangered to the extreme when 
Germany was suddenly attacked on 
three fronts.

Secondly, a modern capitalist 
development, and thus a development 
towards socialism, is only possible on 
the basis of an independent national state 
- thus we precisely see the thoroughly 
legitimate aspirations on the part of 
the Balkan peoples for national states, 
which provided the immediate cause 

of this war. Germany’s development 
towards large-scale capitalism becomes 
particularly powerful only with the 
creation of its precondition, the national 
state of unity.

By contrast, in France the 
development of capitalism has 
stagnated since the defeat of 1870. 
And now just imagine what a German 
defeat in this war would mean for its 
capitalist development and thus for 
the development towards socialism. 
A German defeat, which would tear 
from it several of its industrial districts, 
which would throw back its export 
trade by decades, which would deprive 
capitalist circulation of many dozens 
of billions - such a defeat would most 
terribly inhibit Germany’s capitalist 
development and thus, as I have said, 
that of its workers’ movement too 
and its ascent to socialism. A German 
defeat would thus be infinitely more 
disastrous for the German workers 
than for the Prussian Junkers. That 
is why it is so entirely wrong to say, 
as some people do (not you!), ‘We 
should not begrudge those in power 
in Germany being treated to a proper 
thrashing for their sins’ (nobody is 
more familiar with these sins than 
I am!). Even god!  It is not those in 
power who would receive such a 
beating, but ourselves. It is not in 
the interests of those in power in our 
country that I desire the most decisive 
German victory possible with all my 
soul, but precisely in the interests of 
the German proletariat!

And just as, for better or for worse, the 
socialist future interests of the proletariat 
are linked to the existence of the national 
state, so are its present interests. I above 
all have always seen the great danger of 
proletarian institutions becoming ever 
more deeply anchored within the current 
state and fought this wherever, and 
however, I could. So, for example, in the 
1890s I vehemently protested against 
the first bargaining unions  and was very 
critical of the establishment of our own 
printing presses and trade-union houses, 
as well as the foundation of consumer 
cooperative factories. But I was just as 
unable to stop this entire development 
as anybody else. And again I say: we 
must take things as they are, not as they 
should be, according to our desires (…)

I say this with great pain, because it 
contradicts much that I have otherwise 
thought and felt, but I must say it 
because it is the truth. We can no longer 
simply negate the contemporary state as 
a matter of principle and leave it to its 
fate with folded arms.

We continue, of course, to be the 
mortal enemies of the class state in 
principle, but the method of our struggle 
against it has become different. We have 
no other choice than to take the path 
of transforming, from the inside out, 
the class state, of which we ourselves 
have become a part - and a very large 
part at that. Of course, I think as little 
as I did before about the notion that this 
path will always be the peaceful one of 
reforms! Quite the opposite: the more 
powerfully the socialist new order seeks 
to take shape within the body politic, 
the more violent will be the reaction 
of the capitalist powers against it. And 
this will inevitably lead to revolutionary 
fever and crises . Overlooking this was, 
and remains, the basic error of our 
revisionists.

I consider myself a part of this group 
as little as I did before. As before, today 
I am also convinced of the increasing 
intensification of class antagonisms 
and of the inevitability of revolutionary 
convulsions. Yet the ground on which 
these class struggles must take place is 
now the independent national state, and 
if this basis is attacked then all internal 
class antagonisms temporarily take a 
step back, at least in the consciousness 
of the masses (...)

And one more thing: were Germany 
defeated in this war, then a wild 
chauvinist flood of revenge would 
inundate everything, absolutely 
everything! The period between 1807 
and 1813 in Prussia, the period between 
1870 and 1890 in France (during which 
socialism was condemned to a puny 
sect existence), the situation eventually 
amongst the Polish workers, whom 
socialism could not get near, because 
they were totally consumed with 
thoughts of their national rebirth (I 
am familiar with this from the Ruhr) 
- all of this would be child’s play, 
compared with what would have to 
ensue in Germany.

And then this terrible war would have 
done nothing more than prepare the way 
for much more gruesome genocides! (...)

In summary, and in addition, I would 
like to say: just as, following [Johann 
Baptist von] Schweitzer’s words in 
1870, Germany’s proletarian fists 
were unfortunately too weak to bring 
about the reorganisation of German 
affairs in a democratic-revolutionary 
manner, and this task unfortunately 
(10 times unfortunately!) was reserved 
for the Prussian bayonets, in 1914 
the proletarian fists have proved - 
unfortunately, unfortunately - too weak 
to reorganise European relations in a 
democratic-revolutionary manner.

And again, this is why the German 
bayonets - again I say, 10 times 
unfortunately! - had to be beckoned in 
order to carry out this great historical 
task as revolutionaries against their 
will! Today, the first and the better of 
the possible solutions to the European 
issue is, to our greatest regret, closed 
off to us - should we therefore stay 
sulking in the corner when we have 
no other choice but to accept the 
second solution? If we now turn 
ourselves off voluntarily, then we 
deny ourselves any influence on the 
coming reorganisation of not only 
German affairs, but of European affairs 
too! This would be the most fateful 
error that social democracy could 
commit. We have to put everything 
into ensuring that - after being unable 
to prevent the terrible bloodshed - a 
politics which serves the interests of 
the working class, of democracy and 
of socialism can at least emerge from 
the sea of blood. It would be suicide 
to leave the reorganisation of relations 
to the ruling classes (...)

One more thing, dear friend. You talk 
with a little contempt about the fact that 
I often let myself be led more by my 

feelings than by systematic thought. 
Guilty as charged! And without envy 
I recognised your superiority, when it 
comes to being logically systematic. I 
have always admired your crystal-clear 
and razor-sharp thinking and your rich, 
always present knowledge. But you 
of all people will not wish to deny 
that feelings are a terribly important 
factor and that in making our decisions 
we must neither now nor ever repress 
strong and elemental feelings. In terms 

of how this applies to our case, I do not 
deny for a moment that in these past 
few weeks, alongside the considerations 
I have mentioned above, extremely 
strong feelings, irresistibly strong 
feelings, have driven me onto the side of 
Germany. And I am not at all ashamed 
of these feelings!

You know that at party congresses and 
in the press, in opposition to Rosa and 
to you yourself, I stood for the right of 
the Poles to national independence. You 
also know that under all circumstances 
I wish to see the national independence 
of the French maintained. But, damn 
it, what is the right of the Poles and the 
French is only fair to us Germans! 

My very deep-seated internationalism 
has never prevented me from feeling 
German - and doing so with pride and 
joy. Precisely because I ardently adore 
my country, its myths, its history, its 
culture and its literature, the beauty of 
its landscape and the intimacy of its 
soul - please forgive this completely 
unMarxist term - I became a social 
democrat precisely because of this.

I wanted to, and still want to, help the 
German people - especially its exploited 
proletariat - to conquer its fatherland 
and, since I recognised that this is only 
possible in socialism, is only possible 
through the cooperation of the workers 
of all countries working towards the 
same great goals, this is why I became 
a socialist, an international socialist! 
Strong national feelings and staunch 
internationalism were never opposites 
for me; in the 22 years that I have been 
a party member the one has always 
complemented and conditioned the other 
(I could provide you with dozens of 
pieces of evidence for this from the old 
pamphlets, articles and flyers I wrote). 
Only in their harmony did both things 
together bring about the full harmony 
of my socialism. In these things I feel 
quite like Engelbert Pernerstorffer!6 
Just as little as it did him for him, my 
conscious and heartfelt Germanness  
never prevented me from being a good 
internationalist; my internationalism 
never prevented me from being a good 
German. And did not Mehring’s Marxist 
socialism (Mehring, as you know, does 
not judge things these days quite like I 
do) always have a strong national tone?

My internationalism was never a 

blurred and faded cosmopolitanism, 
but, as I say, grew out of strong national 
feelings. From the beginning I always 
took our word damned seriously that we 
social democrats are the best patriots 
- for me this was never a mere cheap, 
agitational phrase. On a purely personal 
level, I always shyly admired Tolstoy, 
(Dostoyevsky!) and Gorky. I admired 
Zola, Maupassant and Flaubert - but 
only Lessing and Goethe, Schiller and 
Freiligath have always been a part of 
me. We owe to Freiligrath not merely the 
‘Revolution’7 and the brazen exhortation 
of the dead to the living, but also the 
enthusiastic premonition of this man, 
who simultaneously loved his fatherland 
and cheered for better times to come:

Lord God Almighty! what a flower 
of glory. This Germany, for all, may 
yet become!8 In Freiligrath the good 
German (not the disgusting, phoney 
patriot) and the good revolutionary 
wonderfully combine.

Today, our proletarians are also 
outside fighting against tsarism (and 
lamentably the allied armies from the 
western powers) for all these German 
poets and thinkers, for these thinkers 
one day becoming the common property 
of the German people. And if, like me, 
you do not for a second consider it to be 
a moral crime that our French brothers 
are resolutely defending their country’s 
culture (which I infinitely value) against 
the ‘German barbarians’, then you 
may not scold me as a bad socialist 
for wanting to see our German culture 
defended against what are, in truth, the 
barbaric hordes of tsarism (…)

I must come to an end! Reading 
through this letter, I realise that it is 
somewhat lacking in dispositions 
and that I do not even mention what 
I actually had on my mind. Yet now I 
would not like to change anything or add 
anything more to it. At any rate, I have 
lost almost my entire Sunday writing it.

Just two more sentences. At the end 
of your letter you write that you would 
be bitterly sorry to one day see me “on 
the other side of the barricades”. Do 
not fret, dear friend! I will be always 
be found on the side of the barricades 
where you too can be found: on the side 
of the workers! And I believe that I have 
never served the cause of the workers, 
the cause of socialism, better than I have 
at this moment.

With greetings and a handshake in 
old loyalty l

Notes
1. Letter to Johann Plenge, quoted by Matthias 
John in his short biography of Haenisch (M John 
Konrad Haenisch (1876-1925) - “und von Stund 
an ward er ein anderer” Berlin 2003, p50).
2. A similar approach is offered by the long-
standing SPD rightist and Reichstag deputy, 
Eduard David, in a March 1915 speech he gave, 
which was later published as a pamphlet under 
the title, Social democracy and the defence of 
the Fatherland (E David Sozialdemokratie und 
Vaterlandsverteidigung Bielefeld 1915). In this 
he outlines the approach of, amongst others, 
Karl Marx, Friedrich Engels, Ignaz Auer, August 
Bebel and Wilhelm Liebknecht towards a possible 
European conflict. This obnoxious speech even 
asserts that social democracy helped to make 
German soldiers fit for war, in that it consistently 
fought for shorter working hours, better working 
conditions and so on! Nonetheless, those like 
David did not go as far as Haenisch and others in 
effectively equating the world war with the world 
revolution. Intimations of this later much more 
pronounced idea can be found in Haenisch’s letter, 
not least in the idea that “German bayonets” are 
carrying out a great historical task, despite the 
intentions behind these actions and the possible 
damage they might cause. Such weasel words are 
a common feature of social-imperialist apologia 
in general.
3. Text taken from R Sigel Die Lensch-Cunow-
Haenisch-Gruppe: eine Studie zum rechten Flügel 
der SPD im Ersten Weltkrieg pp34-41.
4. Aussprechen was ist, one of Lenin’s favourite 
German phrases. It is often linked to Ferdinand 
Lassalle.
5. This refers to Lassalle’s pamphlet on the Second 
War of Italian Independence (1859-61) entitled 
The Italian war and the tasks of Prussia: a view 
from the democracy. Lassalle was notoriously 
pro-Prussian and moreover viewed the state not 
as an instrument of class oppression, but rather an 
independent necessary entity.
6. Engelbert Pernerstorffer (1850-1918) was 
an Austrian social democrat and parliamentary 
deputy. He was a representative of the German 
nationalist wing of Austrian social democracy, 
hence the reference.
7. An 1851 poem by Ferdinand Freiligrath.
8. Taken from Freiligrath’s poem, ‘Am Baum der 
Menschheit drängt sich Blüt an Blüte’.

konrad Haenisch karl Radek
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REvIEW

An unintentional exposé
Tariq Ali (editor) The Stalinist legacy: its impact on 20th century world politics Haymarket, 2013, 
pp551, £15.99

First published by Penguin in 
that Orwellian year of 1984, 
this substantial compendium of 

writings on the Soviet Union and its 
offshoots assumes a landscape that has 
changed almost beyond recognition in 
the intervening three decades.

It is a rather patchy selection: 
some of the chapters are stand-alone 
pieces, others are chunks from books; 
some will be known to readers of this 
publication, others perhaps will not be 
so familiar. Although some pieces - such 
as those by Rakovsky and Trotsky, and 
Khrushchev’s ‘secret speech’ - are in 
fairly common circulation, others would 
require some effort to find elsewhere. 
Several of the authors, including Ernest 
Mandel, Perry Anderson and Michael 
Löwy, will be recognised as standing in 
the overlapping orbits of the New Left 
Review and the United Secretariat of 
the Fourth International (or whatever 
it’s called today), whilst others - for 
example, Fernando Claudín - came out 
of the ‘official communist’ movement.

The thorny question of the rise 
of Stalinism and its relationship to 
Bolshevism is raised at the start. Mandel’s 
substantial chapter on the nature of 
bureaucracy raises some important 
points in respect of the bureaucratisation 
of the Soviet regime during its first 
few years, declaring that the merging 
of the Communist Party with the state 
apparatus, the ban on factions within the 
party and its monopolisation of political 
power, together with the decline of 
collective management and procedures 
in industry, all reinforced bureaucracy 
and undermined the socialist nature of 
the Soviet republic, thus assisting the 
rise of Stalinism. Marcel Liebman’s 
‘Was Lenin a Stalinist?’, taken from his 
Leninism under Lenin, also investigates 
the establishment of a political monopoly 
by the Bolsheviks. He considers that 
the harassing of non-Bolsheviks who 
accepted the validity of the Soviet system 
was a mistake: not only did it drive away 
people who could have been usefully 
integrated into the new system, but it also 
helped to undermine resistance to “the 
ravages of orthodoxy and monolithism” 
within Bolshevism itself (p166).

However, Mandel and Liebman, 
whilst looking at some of the perilous 
objective conditions facing the 
Bolsheviks which encouraged this 
bureaucratic frame of mind, fail 
to examine the subjective, indeed 
psychological, aspects of being the 
leading and - after the revolt of the Left 
Socialist Revolutionaries - the only party 
fully pledged to soviet power. One of the 
most convincing accounts of the impact 
of these pressures upon the Bolsheviks 
was presented by Isaac Deutscher in the 
final chapter of The prophet armed and 
the first chapter of The prophet unarmed, 
addressing this difficult matter in a far 
more profound manner than Trotsky 
ever did and many Trotskyists still 
refrain from doing. The question of 
the relationship of party and class is 
one that needs to be engaged; failing to 
do so leaves open the discussion of the 
Bolsheviks’ establishment of a political 
monopoly to that strange alignment of 
cold war historians, social democrats 
and anarchists, who continue gleefully 
to ‘explain’ how this was part of an 
ineluctable process leading from What 
is to be done? to the gulag.

Contradictions
Some of the contradictions of the 
traditional Trotskyist analysis of the 
Soviet socioeconomic formation are 
brilliantly, if unintentionally, brought 
out. Mandel states that a revolutionary 
party “can accomplish its historical 
tasks only if it is actively supported by 

the majority of the proletariat”, and that 
it must “foster workers’ democracy and 
encourage direct intervention of the 
masses in the running of the state” at 
“all levels”, “support the development 
of the world revolution”, avoid “any 
radical separation of the real, living 
working class from control over the 
social surplus product”, and ensure 
“democratically centralised, planned 
workers’ management of the economy” 
(original emphasis, pp68-69).

Very true, but, in a lengthy essay 
on Maoism, Roland Lew clearly 
states that none of these criteria 
applied to China: the working class 
had been severely defeated in 1927, 
the Chinese Communist Party went 
up country, based itself primarily upon 
the peasantry and “substituted itself for 
the proletariat as leader and master 
of the revolutionary process”, and, 
after it took the fight to the cities from 
the mid-1940s, saw the working class 
not so much as revolutionary fighters, 
but builders of the future republic. 
And yet “with the occupation of the 
cities … there came an irresistible 
dynamic of ‘permanent revolution’: 
that is, the building of a workers’ state 
which opened a period of socialist 
construction … the People’s Republic 
was a workers’ state from the start, 
with a class dictatorship established; 
it was socialism that was being built” 
(original emphasis, pp301-05).

So without any active support of 
the majority of the working class (or 
indeed without a working class at all 
as an active agency), without workers’ 
democracy, with a definite separation of 
the working class from control over the 
social surplus and without the slightest 
scintilla of democratically planned 
workers’ management of the economy, 
a workers’ state could be established 
and socialism could be built.

Elsewhere, Trotsky is actually 
accused of being too dismissive of 
Stalinism. Perry Anderson, whilst 
considering that Trotsky’s analysis of 
the Soviet Union “had no equal” in its 
“sociological richness and penetration”, 
disagrees with his insistence that 
Stalinism outwith the Soviet Union 
was simply counterrevolutionary and 
that it was “merely an ‘exceptional’ 
or ‘aberrant’ refraction of the general 
laws of transition from capitalism to 
socialism”. Rather, “the structures of 
bureaucratic power and mobilisation 
pioneered under Stalin proved to be 
both more dynamic and more general” 
than Trotsky had ever imagined - and 

he points to the expansion of Stalinism 
after World War II as proof. He declares 
that a Stalinist regime need not be 
a sign of degeneration, but “could 
also be a spontaneous generation 
produced by revolutionary class forces 
in very backward societies” (original 
emphasis, pp124-27).

And so more than a whiff of Isaac 
Deutscher’s idiosyncratic development 
of Trotsky’s analysis of the Soviet 
Union can be clearly detected: despite 
its negative sides, Stalinism had 
definite progressive aspects; it was 
considerably less reactionary than 
Trotsky had contended. It was not so 
much a case of not all being lost, but 
rather that a considerable amount was 
achieved, with the potential for further 
advance as a bonus. Ali himself, in a 
book published as the Soviet Union 
was grinding to an ignominious halt, 
Revolution from above: where is the 
Soviet Union going? (London 1988), 
went so far as to state that under 
Gorbachev’s reforms the Soviet 
regime could evolve into a workers’ 
democracy; an assertion that was aptly 
described as “Deutscherism gone mad” 
(Critique No22, 1990).

It is only fair to point out that this 
volume does not ignore the other side 
of Stalinism, its reactionary features. 
So, whilst Anderson considered that 
Stalinism could, pace Trotsky, play a 
revolutionary role “in very backward 
societies”, he sensibly warned that 
this could result in such frightful 
episodes as Pol Pot’s Cambodia or 
Mao’s Cultural Revolution. This 
naturally brings post-war Albania to 
mind. Unfortunately, Arshi Pipa’s 
entertaining review of Enver Hoxha’s 
memoirs, with its concentration 
upon Hoxha’s personal impact upon 
Albania’s post-war history, tends to 
draw us away a little from the broader 
awfulness of his regime. And so we are 
left with a mystery: just why a broadly 
progressive movement could also lead 
to such gratuitously grotesque regimes 
on such a regular basis remains 
obscure.

Workers’ state?
To a large degree, The Stalinist 
legacy is an attempt to resuscitate the 
Trotskyist theory of the ‘degenerate 
workers’ state’. Hence Ali contends 
that those who consider Stalinist 
societies to be state-capitalist or “a 
new form of oligarchy” have faced real 
problems, whilst “on a fundamental 
level Trotsky’s theses have stood 

the test of time” and have even been 
accepted to some degree or another 
in “a large section of the Marxist and 
socialist left on a global scale” (pp16-
17). The first half of his statement is 
true enough. The various theories 
of state capitalism and new class 
societies had proven inadequate in 
providing a convincing understanding 
of the Soviet socioeconomic formation 
when this book first appeared; they 
are even less convincing in the light 
of the events of the subsequent three 
decades. But has the Trotskyist 
analysis fared any better?

The Trotskyist analysis of Stalinism 
does have the advantage over its 
competitors of recognising that it was 
an historically unviable and therefore 
temporary phenomenon. But, by 
assuming that Stalinist regimes were 
at root workers’ states, not only did 
those adhering to this analysis view 
them as partially progressive, but it 
led them, as some of the contributions 
here demonstrate, to bask in the 
reflected glory of Stalinist successes 
at the same time as they sought to 
elaborate a critique of Stalinism and 
a revolutionary alternative to it. As 
we can see here, many who took up 
the banner of Trotskyism went a lot 

further than Trotsky would have gone, 
but it was his theory which enabled 
them to do so. Ultimately, Trotsky’s 
analysis of the nature of the Stalinist 
socioeconomic formation was no 
more able to provide a convincing 
understanding of the phenomenon than 
the rival theories of state capitalism 
and new class societies, and its 
ambiguous nature caused considerably 
more confusion than they when dealing 
politically with Stalinism.

There are some significant gaps in 
this collection. Merely passing remarks 
appear, in Ali’s introduction, on Cuba 
(which is surprising, considering the 
fondness of the USFI/New Left Review 
milieu for Castroism) and on North 
Korea. Other than the chapter on 
India, some references by Claudín to 
Greece, France and Italy during World 
War II, and a mention of Althusser 
in a discussion of Lysenko’s quack 
theories, there is little on the influence 
of Stalinism within the capitalist world. 
Ali states that Stalinist economics are 
not covered for reasons of space, so 
the economies of the Soviet Union and 
China remain undiscussed. This was 
a serious enough omission in 1984; 
today, in the light of the Soviet collapse 
and the Chinese move to the market, it 
is a yawning gulf.

At its peak, the ‘official communist’ 
movement presented an impressive 
image: Stalinist parties ruled over 
a third of the world’s territory, 
commanding vast bureaucratic edifices, 
military machines and economic 
resources, whilst in many western 
countries communist parties enjoyed 
substantial degrees of electoral support 
and influence in trade unions. Even 
when this book was first published, it 
was still a force to contend with. For 
good or bad, Stalinism was considered 
by millions of people as the logical 
result of the October revolution, and is 
still considered as such today, which is 
why a full understanding of it is much 
more than a mere historical matter.

Altogether, this book presents a broad 
range of useful material, even if the 
value of some of it paradoxically lies in 
drawing one’s attention to the theoretical 
weaknesses of various Marxist thinkers 
who attempted to comprehend the 
origins, rise and nature of Stalinism as 
part of the quest to establish a positive 
socialist alternative to it l

Paul Flewers

Fill in a standing order form  
(back page), donate via our  
website, or send cheques, 
payable to Weekly Worker

Smashed through!
“Long live the revolution!” 

exclaims comrade JH in the 
note accompanying his £60 cheque 
- his contribution to the Weekly 
Worker’s “distribution and running 
costs”. Comrade TG, for his part, 
was less forthcoming with the 
slogans, but even more generous 
with his donation - a nice £75. 
Thanks to both!

Thanks also to all the other 
comrades who made sure that 
we not only reached our £1,500 
monthly target for September: 
we smashed through it! Pride of 
place in the list of donors goes 
to comrade TM, who handed 
in £155 in cash. Then there was 
MD’s £15 PayPal donation and the 
total of £177 in standing orders - 
particularly worthy of mention 
among them were JT (£75), DS 

(£35) and PM (£30).
All that came to £482 - and, 

what’s more, it was all received 
by September 30. It took our total 
for the month to a brilliant £1,749. 
And it doesn’t end there. On the 
first day of October we received 
£89 in standing orders towards this 
month’s fund. Thanks very much 
to everybody.

One piece of disappointing 
news though. The number of online 
readers last week was only 5,649 - 
no wonder we only had one PayPal 
donation! I can’t blame it on the 
change of server either - the website 
was up and running all week l

Robbie Rix

Fighting fund

Dazzled by seeming success
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The current long 
depression and its nature
Economic slumps are usually preceded by a decline in profits, writes Michael Roberts. This article is 
based on a presentation made to the CPGB’s Communist University in August 2014

Since the end of the Great 
Recession - which technically 
ended in mid-2009, when the 

major capitalist economies stopped 
contracting - the world economy has 
morphed into a long depression1. 
There has been no ‘normal’ economic 
recovery that usually follows a slump 
in capitalist production.2 The economic 
recovery since mid-2009 has been 
weak, with below-trend real gross 
domestic product growth, still above-
average unemployment and hardly any 
resumption of business investment. 
Inflation of prices in the shops and 
on household bills has been very low 
and in some economies there has been 
outright deflation.

This is the stuff of depression, as only 
previously seen in the 1880s-90s and 
the Great Depression of the 1930s. As 
former US Federal Reserve chair, Ben 
Bernanke, put it recently, September and 
October of 2008 saw the “worst financial 
crisis in global history, including the 

great depression”.3
This depression is puzzling 

mainstream economists just as much 
as the onset of the Great Recession did. 
Mainstream economics is divided into 
two camps. The first is the neoclassical 
group, which reckons that there can be no 
crises - or at least crises are not caused by 
any inherent flaws in the capitalist mode 
of production, but only by mistakes of 
governments or central banks. Back 
in 2003, Robert Lucas, the top Nobel 
prize-winning neoclassical economist 
from Chicago, claimed: “The central 
problem of depression-prevention has 
been solved, for all practical purposes.”4

If slumps do occur, they are caused by 
things exogenous to the market economy. 
Or, the argument goes, given ‘human 
nature’, capitalism has crises as a matter 
of course; they cannot be predicted and 
they must work themselves out - and 
they will, especially if governments do 
not interfere.

As Eugene Fama, the proponent of 

the ‘efficient markets hypothesis’ (which 
argues that markets will work perfectly 
if not interfered with - ‘what will be will 
be’), also commented at the depth of the 
Great Recession:

We don’t know what causes 
recessions. I’m not a macroeconomist, 
so I don’t feel bad about that! We’ve 
never known. Debates go on to this 
day about what caused the Great 
Depression. Economics is not 
very good at explaining swings in 
economic activity … If I could have 
predicted the crisis, I would have. I 
don’t see it. I’d love to know more 
what causes business cycles.5

keynesians
The second camp is broadly defined 
as Keynesian: in this camp, crises are 
indeed the product of inherent flaws or 
malfunctions in the modern economy. 
These flaws are to found in the financial 

sector and bred by uncertainties about 
the future, but they are not to be found 
in the capitalist mode of production 
as such. And something can be done 
about it: actions by central banks on 
monetary policy and governments in 
fiscal policy can correct the flaws and 
blockages in the financial sphere and 
get the capitalist economy going again.

Ben Bernanke reckoned that the 
Great Recession was really just a 
“financial panic” like that of 1907. 
In that year it was triggered by 
speculative activity involving “a failed 
effort by a group of speculators to 
corner the stock of the United Copper 
Company”. Similarly the 2008 ‘panic’ 
“had an identifiable trigger - in this 
case, the growing realisation by market 
participants that subprime mortgages 
and certain other credits were seriously 
deficient in their underwriting and 
disclosures”. In both cases, a fire sale 
of bank assets and a collapse in the 
stock market led to a run on bank 

deposits and liquidity:

In 1907, in the absence of deposit 
insurance, retail deposits were 
much more prone to run, whereas 
in 2008, most withdrawals were 
of uninsured wholesale funding, 
in the form of commercial paper, 
repurchase agreements and 
securities lending. Interestingly, a 
steep decline in inter-bank lending, 
a form of wholesale funding, was 
important in both episodes.6

And in both 1907 and 2008, there was 
insufficient regulation of financial 
institutions to ensure that they were 
not up to their necks in risky dud 
assets.

If the Great Recession and other 
slumps are just financial in origin, 
then they can be solved or avoided. 
Slumps and recessions are really just 
a technical problem. Keynes himself 
saw economists acting like dentists - 

Why have the wheels fallen off?
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it is just a question of removing any 
rotten teeth and moving on.

Leading Keynesian guru (and 
another Nobel prize-winner) Paul 
Krugman put it this way:

Keynesian economics rests 
fundamentally on the proposition 
that macroeconomics isn’t a morality 
play - that depressions are essentially 
a technical malfunction. As the 
Great Depression deepened, Keynes 
famously declared that ‘we have 
magneto trouble’ - ie, the economy’s 
troubles were like those of a car with 
a small but critical problem in its 
electrical system, and the job of the 
economist is to figure out how to 
repair that technical problem.7

What is wrong with both Keynesian 
and neoclassical explanations of 
crises and their ‘solutions’ is a 
denial of any role for profit in what 
is, after all, a profit economy, where 
businesses are money-making 
machines - and where meeting 
some people’s needs for goods and 
services is merely a necessary, but 
not sufficient, side-effect. Nowhere 
does profit appear in the Keynesian 
multiplier, which has only investment 
and consumption as its drivers. If 
profit is not relevant to crises, but 
only ‘effective demand’ - ie, the 
level of investment and consumption 
- a theory of crisis now depends on 
spending: particularly consumer 
spending, the largest segment of 
effective demand.

Unfortunately, this bears no relation 
to reality. Consumption as a share of 
GDP had never been higher in 2007 
in most major economies. And the 
subsequent fall in consumption was 
much milder and later than the huge 
collapse in investment - so a lack of 
consumption could hardly be the major 
cause of the crisis. Look at the story 
for the US on consumption and wage 
share in Fig 1.

But there is another version of crisis 
theory that has gained credence. In the 
neoliberal period, wage share fell, but 
spending was sustained by increased 
household debt and a property boom. 
This bred excessive debt and rising 
inequality of income that finally 
could no longer be supported. This 
is what caused the financial collapse 
- after all, profit share was rising, so 
that could not be the cause. So the 
Great Recession was the product 
of inequality, squeezed wages and 
excessive debt, not anything to do 
with the profitability of capital.

As Atif Mian and Amir Sufi conclude 
in their recent book, House of debt, 
celebrated by the Keynesian camp,

Recessions are not inevitable - they 
are not mysterious acts of nature that 
we must accept. Instead recessions 
are a product of a financial system 
that fosters too much household 
debt … excessive reliance on debt 
is in fact our culprit … but it can 
potentially be fixed. We don’t need 
to view severe recessions and mass 
unemployment as an inevitable 
part of the business cycle. We can 
determine our own fate.8

But the empirical evidence for 
excessive debt being the cause of 
crises is weak. As Bordo and Meissner 
concluded,

Historical evidence from several 
major credit booms finds scant 
support for the inequality/crisis 
hypothesis … If income inequality 
drove the credit boom that preceded 
the subprime crisis in the US, the 
event was an outlier by historical 
standards. Comparative evidence 
from the last century shows 
little relationship between rising 
inequality and credit booms.9

Duménil and Lévy have also attacked 
the inequality argument as the cause of 
crises. They point out:

… the concentration of income 
distribution in neoliberalism to 
the benefit of high income did not 
cause sagging demand patterns. To 
the contrary, the period witnessed 
a spending spree. Lower income 
strata certainly suffered from 
‘underconsumption’ - not that they 
were not spending their income, 
but that their consumption did not 
measure up to decent standards - but 
there was no macroeconomic lack of 

demand due to their low demand. 
This trend was much more than 
compensated by the spending of 
upper income fractiles … spending 
gained almost 10 percentage points 
of GDP between 1980 and 2006. 
The current crisis was rather a crisis 
of ‘overconsumption’, given the 
fraction of demand imported from 
foreign countries.10

Law of profitability
If none of these mainstream theories 
of crisis are satisfactory, should we 
not consider in detail whether Marx’s 
law of profitability might provide 
the most compelling explanation of 
capitalist crises?

Marx argued that there is a tendency 
for the rate of profit to fall, as capital 
accumulates over a long period of 
time. Countertendencies can rule for 
a while - namely a rising rate of surplus 
value, higher profits from overseas and 

the cheapening of constant capital 
through new technology, among 
others. That was the experience of 
the so-called neoliberal period from 
1982 to the end of 20th century. But 
eventually the tendency will overcome 
any counteracting factors. Then crises 
become a necessary process in trying 
to restore profitability by devaluing 
existing capital.

Let us first look at the empirical 
evidence on the US rate of profit since 

1946 and see if we can relate Marx’s 
law to crises. Fig 2 shows my latest 
calculations for the rate of profit (ROP) 
in the US.

What can we learn from these 
data? First, in the whole period 
from 1946 to 2012, the US ROP fell 
20% in current cost terms (CC) and 
29% in historic cost terms (HC).11 
So there has been a secular decline 
in the US ROP from 1946 to 2012 
or from 1965 to 2012; with the main 
decline between the peak of 1965 
and the trough of 1982 (however you 
measure it). The ROP measured in 
current costs has risen since reaching 
a trough in the early 1980s, while the 
ROP measured in historic costs has 
been more or less flat (looking at the 
moving average in the graph).

Second, there was a rise in the ROP 
between 1982 and 1997 - 35% under 
the CC measure and 12% under the 
HC measure. Third, from 1997, the 
ROP has fallen in CC terms and been 

basically flat in HC terms. Fourth, 
the ROP at its trough during the mild 
recession of 2001 was still higher than 
at the ROP trough during the deep 
recession of 1980-82 (24% higher 
under the CC and 2% under the HC 
measure). However, the ROP in the 
trough of the 2008 Great Recession 
was 11% (CC) and 6% (HC) below 
the 2001 trough, although it was still 
10% higher on the CC measure than in 
1982 (5% lower on the HC measure). 
So there was a secular fall in the US 
ROP since 1945, interspersed with 
periods when the ROP rose, but not 
enough to reverse the long-term 
decline. Marx’s law of profitability 
holds good for the US.

But does it do so for the rest of the 
major capitalist economies? What has 
been happening there? Well, I have 
found that profitability in the main 
capitalist economies has acted in a 
similar manner to the US economy, 
on the whole.12 On my measure of 
a world rate of profit, there was a 
fall from the mid-1960s, a recovery 
to the late 1990s and then a decline 
again. In both the US and in the major 
economies, there was downward 
pressure on the rate of profit from the 
late 1990s onwards (Fig 3).

Profitability has fallen secularly 
and, despite the neoliberal period, it has 
not recovered to previous levels in the 
‘golden age’. Capitalism is under the 
increased pressure of low profitability 
and so erupts into recurrent and more 
severe crises.

Crises and their 
triggers
Nobody (at least no Marxist 
economist) disagrees that the crisis 
of the 1970s was a profitability crisis. 
But how can the Great Recession be 
also due to the law of profitability 
when profit rates recovered right 
through from the 1980 and 1990s? 
Surely, to argue thus is to adopt some 
dogmatic Anglo-Saxon ‘monocausal’ 
explanation.13

Some Marxists prefer a more 
eclectic approach. Duménil and Lévy 
argue that capitalism “underwent 
four large crises, which we denote 
as ‘structural crises’: the crisis of the 
1890s, the Great Depression, the crisis 
of the 1970s, and the current crisis. The 
first and third ones were profitability 
crises. The second and fourth 
crises followed phases of financial 
hegemon.”14 A similar approach is 
adopted by Panitch and Gindin in 
their new prize-winning book15. For 
them, each crisis is unique and depends 
upon the particular relationships and 
alliances forged between workers, 
business, finance and the state. There 
have been four major historical global 
crises: the Long Depression in the 
1870s onwards, the Great Depression 
of the 1930s, the Great Recession of 
1970s, and what they call the Great 
Financial Crisis of 2007-09. For them, 
each has a different cause.

Panitch and Gindin prefer to 
explain the Great Recession as a 
result of stagnating wages, rising 
mortgage debt and then collapsing 
housing prices, causing “a dramatic 
fall in consumer spending”. But, 
as we have seen, the idea that the 
Great Recession was the product of 
a collapse in consumption as a result 
of falling wages does not hold up.

Each crisis can have its own 
trigger: the 1974-75 slump was 
triggered by high oil prices; the slump 
in 1980-82 triggered again by high 
energy prices; in 1991 by a property 
slump; in 2001 by stock market hi-
tech crash; and 2008-09 was preceded 
by a credit-fuelled bonanza in 
property, diversified through financial 
instruments of mass destruction 
(collateral debt obligations).

But the Great Recession of 2008-
09, like other crises, had an underlying 
cause based on the contradiction 
between the accumulation of capital 
and the tendency of the rate of 

profit to fall under capitalism. That 
contradiction arises because under 
capitalism production is for value, 
not for use. Profit is the aim, not 
production or consumption. The 
underlying contradiction between the 
accumulation of capital and the falling 
rate of profit (and then a falling mass 
of profit) is resolved by crisis, which 
takes the form of collapse in value 
- both real value and fictitious. The 
financial sector is often where the crisis 
starts; but a problem in the production 
sector is the cause.

In a recent paper, Guglielmo 
Carchedi and I found that there 
is a lagged correlation between a 
fall in the overall rate of profit and 
capitalist slumps.16 If we look at the 
UK economy, since 1963 there have 
been four major economic recessions 
or slumps: 1974-75, 1980-82, 1990-
92 and 2008-09. In each recession, 
the rate of profit peaked and started 
to decline at least one year before the 
slump began. And each recession was 
accompanied by (coincided with) a 
fall in the mass of profit for successive 
years.

Similarly, if we look at the US 
economy, there were five recessions or 
slumps after 1963: 1974-75, 1980-82, 
1990-92, 2001 and 2008-09. In each 
case, the rate of profit peaked at least 
one year before, but on most occasions 
up to three years before. And on each 
occasion (with the exception of the 
very mild 2001 recession), a fall in 
the mass of profit led to, or coincided 
with, a slump.

Contrary to Panitch’s and Gindin’s 
account of the years before the 
credit crunch of 2007 and the Great 
Recession of 2008-09 above, US 
corporate profits were falling some two 
years before the recession began, and 
investment dropped as a result before 
GDP contracted. And, in the recovery, 
again it was profits that led investment 
and GDP up.

US corporate profits went negative 
some six to nine months before the 
credit crunch in mid-2007 that kicked 
off the global financial collapse in 
2008 and the Great Recession. Indeed, 
US real GDP did not contract until 
mid-2008. In reverse, corporate profits 
began to rise in mid-2009 well ahead 
of investment (some nine months 
later) and GDP (Fig 4). Profits lead to 
investment.

These conclusions are confirmed 
by other authors. For example, Tapia 
Granados has found:

… data from 251 quarters of the 
US economy show that recessions 
are preceded by declines in profits. 
Profits stop growing and start 
falling four or five quarters before 
a recession. They strongly recover 
immediately after the recession. 
Since investment is to a large extent 
determined by profitability and 
investment is a major component of 
demand, the fall in profits leading to 
a fall in investment, in turn leading 
to a fall in demand, seems to be a 
basic mechanism in the causation 
of recessions.17

Sergio Cámara Izquierdo also finds 
that “a significant cyclical decline 
of the profit rate has substantially 
preceded the last two recessions … the 
cyclical slump in the rate of profit must 
be seen as an important precipitating 
factor in the deepest economic 
downturn since the 1930s.”18

Yes, there was rise in the rate of 
profit and the mass of profits from 
2002 to 2006. But profitability was 
still in a downward cycle from 1997 
and the rate and the mass of profits 
did start to fall from 2006 onwards. 
Much of these profits were fictitious in 
nature. The credit and property boom 
from 2002 generated profits that could 
not eventually be realised, creating 
the conditions for a huge collapse in 
values. The trigger for the collapse was 
a fall in the mass of profits and the 
fictitious nature of those profits.
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n  Without organisation the 
working class is nothing; with 
the highest form of organisation 
it is everything.
n There exists no real Communist 
Party today. There are many so-
called ‘parties’ on the left. In 
reality they are confessional sects. 
Members who disagree  with  the  
prescribed ‘line’ are expected to 
gag themselves in public. Either 
that or face expulsion.
n   Communists operate 
according to the principles of 
democratic centralism. Through 
ongoing debate we seek to achieve 
unity in action and a common 
world outlook. As long as they 
support agreed actions, members 
should have the right to speak 
openly and form temporary or 
permanent factions.
n Communists oppose all 
imperialist wars   and occupations 
but constantly strive to bring 
to the fore the fundamental 
question - ending war is bound 
up with ending capitalism.
n C o m m u n i s t s  a r e 
internationalists. Everywhere 
we strive for the closest unity and 
agreement of working class and 
progressive parties of all countries. 
We oppose every manifestation 
of national sectionalism. It is an 
internationalist duty to uphold the 
principle, ‘One state, one party’.
n The  working  class  must  be 
organised    globally.    Without 
a global Communist Party, 
a Communist International, 
the struggle against capital is 
weakened and lacks coordination.
n Communists have no interest 
apart from the working class 
as a whole. They differ only in 
recognising   the  importance of 
Marxism as a guide to practice. 
That theory is no dogma, but 
must be constantly added to 
and enriched.
n Capitalism  in  its  ceaseless 
search for profit puts the future 
of humanity at risk. Capitalism 
is  synonymous with war, 
pollution, exploitation and crisis. 
As a global system capitalism 
can only be superseded globally.
n The capitalist class will never 
willingly allow their wealth and 
power to be taken away by a 
parliamentary vote.
n We will use the most militant 
methods objective circumstances  
allow to  achieve a federal republic 
of England, Scotland and Wales, 
a united, federal Ireland and a 
United States of Europe.
n Communists favour industrial 
unions. Bureaucracy and class 
compromise must be fought and 
the trade unions transformed 
into schools for communism.
n Communists   are   champions 
of the oppressed. Women’s 
oppression, combating racism and 
chauvinism, and the struggle for 
peace and ecological sustainability 
are just as much working class 
questions as pay, trade union rights 
and demands for high-quality 
health, housing and education.
n Socialism  represents victory 
in the battle for democracy. It 
is the rule of the working class. 
Socialism is either democratic 
or, as with Stalin’s Soviet Union, 
it turns into its opposite.
n Socialism is the first stage 
of the worldwide transition 
to communism - a system 
which knows neither wars, 
exploitation, money, classes, 
states nor nations. Communism 
is general freedom and the real 
beginning of human history.
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This current recovery is more like 
a long depression similar to the 1873-
97 or 1929-42. By a long depression, I 
mean economies growing consistently 
at well below their previous trend 
rates, with unemployment stuck at 
well above previous levels before 
the Great Recession, and disinflation 
(slowing inflation) turning into 
deflation (falling prices). Above all, 
it is an economic environment where 
investment in productive capital is 
way below previous average levels, 
with little sign of pick-up.19 Indeed, 
this depression is now reaching the 
so-called emerging economies, where, 
even with their large supplies of cheap 
labour and imported new technology, 
real GDP growth is also slowing.

And companies will not invest. 
This is not just due to the need to 
liquidate fictitious capital, but also 
to the fact that profitability is still 
too low. Take a recent International 
Monetary Fund study.20 The analysis 
finds that corporate profitability in 
five countries remains well below the 
peak levels of 2007. French corporate 
profitability was 18% below its 2007 
level in 2011, Spain’s was 30% below 
and Italy and Portugal was 22% 
below. Given that 2012 was a year of 
recession or even depression for most 
euro zone economies, profitability is 
unlikely to have recovered in 2013. 
Only German companies have done 
better since the trough of the Great 
Recession in 2009, but even so 
profitability there is still 8% below 
the 2007 peak.

The UK is similar. Figures for 
the first quarter of 2014 show that 
the profitability of UK non-financial 
companies is still well below pre-
Great Recession levels (Fig 5). Indeed, 
the peak in the 2000s for profitability 
was in 2007, at 14.2%. But even after 
the huge credit boom, profitability 
was below the 1997 peak of 14.5%. 
The decline from 1997 to a low in the 
depth of the Great Recession in 2009 
was 10.9% - down 21%. It is now just 
11.9% - or up 10% from that level. 
But it is still 18% below 1997.

If we use the long-term data 
provided by the UK’s statistics 
office, we find that UK non-financial 
corporate profitability fell sharply 
in the 1960s to a low in 1975 (the 
1970s profitability crisis), then 
recovered after the worldwide 1974-
75 recession, before really taking 
off in the ‘neoliberal’ Thatcher era. 
As in the US (and elsewhere), UK 
profitability peaked in 1997 and has 
struggled since. Currently profitability 
is no higher than in the early 1990s 
and the direction is down, or flat at 
best (Fig 6). This more or less fits the 
story of profitability and crisis that the 
data in other countries reveal.

In my view, this Long Depression 
is thus caused by excessive debt that 
must be deleveraged and insufficient 
profitability in value-creating sectors 
that must be raised before global 
capitalism can set off on a new cycle 
of prosperity. This is the real meaning 
of ‘secular stagnation’ that some 
Keynesian economists have recently 
latched onto.21

Profit cycles and 
long waves
We should see the current period as 
a downward depressionary wave 
in the cyclical motion of capitalist 
production. It is a conjunction of 
various economic cycles in capitalism, 
with the profit cycle at its heart.

Any support for cycles in capitalism 
usually gets dismissed for two main 
reasons. The first is that statistics or 
data showing cycles are spurious and 
really just an expression of random 
shocks; or by extension, there are so 
few turning points in the longer cycles 
that no statistical significance can be 
applied. The second is that there is 
no theoretical model that can explain 
apparent economic cycles and, 
without that, the search for cycles is 

pointless. I think we can go some way 
to overcome these criticisms.

Marx thought there were cycles: 
“All of you know that, from reasons 
I have not now to explain, capitalistic 
production moves through certain 
periodical cycles.”22 And Marx tried 
to estimate how long that cycle of 
accumulation was.23 The key point 
for Marx was that

… the cycle of related turnovers, 

extending over a number of 
years, within which the capital is 
confined by its fixed component, is 
one of the material foundations for 
the periodic cycle [crisis] … But a 
crisis is always the starting point of 
a large volume of new investment. 
It is also, therefore, if we consider 
the society as a whole, more or less 
a new material basis for the next 
turnover cycle.24

The idea of profit cycles is supported 
by clear evidence of a stock market 
cycle in all the leading financial 
centres. The US stock market cycle 
appears pretty much the same as the 
US profit cycle. Indeed, the stock 
market seems to peak in value a 
couple of years after the rate of profit 
does. This is really what we would 
expect, because the stock market is 
closely connected to the profitability 
of companies, much more than bank 
loans or bonds. When the rate of profit 
enters its downwave, the stock market 
soon follows, if with a short lag.

Just as the capitalist profit cycle (in 
the US and possibly the other major 
economies) appears to be spread over 
approximately 32-36 years from trough 
to trough, so does the stock market 
cycle. There also appears to be a cycle 
in prices that is about double that size, 
or around 64-72 years. This is the 
famous Kondratiev cycle. It is usually 
recorded with a length of about 50-55 
years, but I reckon it has lengthened. 
The K-cycle now follows much more 

closely the cycle in profitability, as 
the capitalist mode of production has 
become dominant globally.

In my view, we are now in the 
winter phase within the downward 
section of the fourth Kondratiev 
cycle. In each winter phase of the 
K-cycle, we get a depressionary 
environment for capitalism: Winter 
1800-15; Winter 1873-97; Winter 
1929-46. Winter 1997-2018?

Marx said there is no permanent 
crisis. By this he meant that if capital 
values were sufficiently destroyed in 
a slump, the profitability of capital 
could be restored and accumulation 
would resume. If the working class 
was unable to take the levers of power 
and replace the capitalist mode of 
production with planned production 
owned in common, then the whole 
“crap” (to use Marx’s word) would 
start again.

This current winter will come to an 
end - in my view, not through world 
war. Failing a successful revolution in 
a major capitalist economy, capitalism 

will eventually enter a new spring with 
a recovery in profitability and new 
growth based on new technologies 
already ‘discovered’ and just waiting 
for development. Of course, each 
time, the capitalist mode of production 
finds it more difficult to develop new 
technology, as it becomes more and 
more unproductive in the capitalist 
sense, and more value is used up in 
wasteful consumption rather than 
invested in new capital. But that is 
another story l

michael Roberts blogs at  
thenextrecession.wordpress.
com
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In service of miliband
Last week’s Labour conference confirmed once again that the union tops work hand in glove with the 
party bureaucracy. Charles Gradnitzer reports

This  year ’s  Labour  Par ty 
conference got off to a democratic 
start, with 65 out of the 132 

contemporary motions being ruled 
out of order before it had even begun.

At least seven of these motions 
noted the August Care UK strike in 
Doncaster and committed a future 
Labour government to implementing 
a living wage for NHS workers. One 
might be forgiven for thinking that 
these motions were ruled out of order 
due to the machinations of New Labour 
or Progress types. However, there 
are five union officials on the seven-
member conference arrangements 
committee (CAC).

Obviously the majority of the 
CAC’s members do not think a motion 
that commits the Labour Party to a 
living wage for Unison members in 
Doncaster, who are currently staging 
“one of the longest strikes in the 
history of the NHS”,1 should even 
be allowed on the priorities ballot 
(although, of course, even if it had 
been timetabled for discussion, it 
would likely have been gutted during 
a compositing meeting).

This depressing beginning set the 
tone for the conference, which, as most 
people on the left will be aware, is a 
well choreographed, stage-managed 
spectacle. Carefully crafted speeches, 
bereft of political content, are 
delivered by shadow cabinet ministers; 
prospective parliamentary candidates 
are called to speak, one after the other, 
by a chair who pretends not to know 
their name; and on those rare occasions 
when one of the plebs is allowed to 
go to the podium the regional director 
is on hand to help write their speech.

The good
On the first day of conference the 
Alliance for Workers’ Liberty had 
organised a lobby to highlight the 
arbitrary rejection of motions on the 
national health service and to demand 
that the Campaign for Labour Party 
Democracy model motion2 was 
included in the priorities ballot.

The NHS, having come out on top 
in the ballot, was scheduled for debate 
and the CLPD model motion emerged 
from the compositing meeting totally 
unscathed, with all its demands left 
in place. Unfortunately, however, the 
motion was quite unambitious, aiming 
to “end extortionate PFI charges” 
rather than abolishing PFI altogether 
and writing off PFI debt, as other 
motions on the NHS aimed to do. What 
exactly constitutes an “extortionate” 
charge is left open to interpretation.

The health and care composite was 
carried, but, as with the NHS motion 
that was passed unanimously in 2012,3 
it is likely that the motion will be 
ignored by the Labour leaders, who 
have no intention of taking privatised 
services back into public ownership 
unless they are “failing”.

All three of the CLPD’s rule 
changes received the backing of 
the NEC and so were approved by 
conference. The first ensures that no 
member of parliament and no shadow 
minister can be elected to the CAC, the 

second stipulates that two of the CAC 
members should be directly elected by 
the membership of the party, and the 
third lays down that the ‘three-year 
rule’, which has historically been used 
to stop CLPs submitting rule changes, 
now only applies to rules that have the 
same purpose rather than the entire 
section of the rule book.

While these are small victories, 
compared to the mammoth task the 
CLPD has set itself of restoring Labour 
Party democracy and handing power to 
the members, they nonetheless put the 
left in a better position to make further 
democratic gains in the future - you 
never know, we might actually get to 
debate leftwing policy at conference.

The bad
These gains were more than 
outweighed by the speeches of 
various shadow ministers. Ed Balls 
was booed and jeered by some when 
he announced that he would be raising 
the retirement age, means-testing 
winter fuel allowance and capping 
child benefit, but this soon gave 
way to rapturous applause when he 
announced that a Labour government 
would restore the 50p top rate of tax 
and introduce a ‘mansion tax’ on 

properties worth over £2 million.
Most of these announcements were 

nothing new - they were contained 
in the ‘final year policy’ document, 
which had not only been available 
online from the end of July and had 
been physically mailed to delegates, 
but, just to make absolutely sure, was 
handed out during delegates’ regional 
briefings at the start of conference. 
However, while the FYP document 
pledged to raise the retirement age, 
what was new in Balls’ speech was 
the announcement on winter fuel 
allowance and child benefits. In this 
way the policy-making process, which 
had been going on for the last five 
years, was totally bypassed and the 
proposals could not be voted on.

By far the most sick-making speech of 
conference was delivered by the shadow 
defence secretary, Vernon Coaker.4 
Coaker began by telling conference 
that Britain stood for progressive 
values, such as humanitarianism and 
internationalism, before thanking 
his team for campaigning for our 
“successful and developing” defence 
industry. He cited the occupation 
of Afghanistan (responsible for the 
deaths of some 21,000 civilians) as 
an example of the UK’s progressive, 

humanitarian and internationalist role 
in the world. Britain, he claimed, had 
helped to improve women’s rights and 
bring stability to Afghanistan. Other 
examples of Britain’s humanitarian role 
included dropping aid in Iraq “alongside 
US air strikes” to stop Islamic State - “a 
brutal terrorist organisation which poses 
a threat to Britain”.

Taking identity politics to the point 
of absurdity, he confirmed that Labour 
would introduce an Armed Forces 
(Prevention of Discrimination) Bill in 
the first parliament after its election. 
This would make “discrimination 
against” or “abuse” of members of 
the armed forces a crime on a par 
with racism and sexism. He ended 
by informing us that Labour is “the 
patriotic party, the party of Britain”.

He was followed by shadow foreign 
secretary Douglas Alexander, who 
implicitly compared Russia to Nazi 
Germany by claiming that “no country 
had seized the territory of another 
European country by force since 1945”.

The ugly
Awkwardly delivered, full of cringe-
inducing anecdotes about various 
people he had met and containing 
very little we did not already know, Ed 
Miliband’s speech was inoffensive and 
unsurprising. With the exception of the 
windfall tax on tobacco companies, it 
did not reveal any policy that had not 
been included in the NPF document, 
which had been publicly available for 
two months.

As readers will know, the leader was 
widely criticised for forgetting to talk 
about immigration and the economy, 
although these subjects were covered 
by Ed Balls, who also promised “fair 
movement of labour, not free movement 
of labour”, and reiterated the 2013 
policy that, for every skilled foreign 
worker a big firm hires, they must also 
take on an apprentice.

What was more telling, though, 
was what he failed to mention 
about the policy on immigration 
contained in the NPF document. 
While wrapped in empty platitudes 
about immigration being good for the 
economy and promises not to engage 
in a rhetorical “arms race” with Ukip, 
Labour’s policy is to “bring it under 
control” by introducing a “cap on 
workers from outside of the EU” 
and prioritising “reducing illegal and 
low-skilled immigration”. Moreover, 
Labour plans to do “more to tackle 
illegal immigration” by introducing 

“new powers for border staff”. At 
present, the “situation is getting 
worse, with fewer illegal immigrants 
stopped, more absconding, fewer 
deported and backlogs of information 
on cases not pursued”.

Neither Miliband nor any of his 
shadow ministers talked about this 
aspect - hopefully they would have 
been booed off the stage had they 
done so. Mind you, since the policy 
document runs to some 218 pages, few 
people would have actually read it.

Futility
This parody of a conference is not just 
an indictment of the Labour Party, but 
reflects the dire state of the unions and 
the wider labour movement.

The unions have 30 representatives 
on the national policy forum - which, 
among other things, pledged to increase 
the retirement age, give more powers 
to the UK Borders Agency, make 
being rude to members of the armed 
forces a crime, and continue to spend 
billions of pounds on Trident. They 
also comprise more than 70% of the 
CAC, which, as I have already noted, 
blocked more than half the motions 
submitted by constituency Labour 
parties. Finally, the unions have half 
of the votes at conference and typically 
vote en bloc, meaning that they could, 
if they wanted to, prevent a lot of this 
policy from going through.

This demonstrates the futility of 
any strategy that calls on the unions to 
break from Labour in order to … forge 
a second Labour Party. The unions 
are not simply complicit in passing 
reactionary policy through conference: 
they sit on the committees that produce 
these policies in the first place and act 
as enforcers for the party bureaucracy 
to prevent even moderately leftwing 
policy from being discussed.

Without  a  thoroughgoing, 
democratic transformation of the 
unions, combined with a programme of 
political education, any attempt to split 
the unions from Labour would either 
fail or produce something similar to 
the current Labour Party, which is not 
and never was a vehicle for socialism l
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